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ABSTRACT
The demands of exascale computing systems and applications have pushed for a
rapid, continual design paradigm coupled with increasing design complexities from the
interaction between the application, the middleware, and the underlying system hardware,
which forms a breeding ground for inefficiency. This work seeks to improve system
efficiency by exposing the root causes of unexpected performance slowdowns (e.g.,
lower performance at higher processor speeds) that occur more frequently in powerscalable systems where raw processor speed varies. More precisely, we perform an
exhaustive empirical study that conclusively shows that increasing processor speed often
reduces performance and wastes energy. Our experimental work shows that the frequency
of occurrence and magnitude of slowdowns grow with clock frequency and parallelism,
indicating that such slowdowns will increasingly be observed with trends in processor
and system design.
Performance speedups at lower frequencies (or slowdowns at higher frequencies)
have been anecdotally observed in the prevailing literature since 2004, but no research
has explained nor exploited this phenomenon. This work conclusively demonstrates that
performance slowdowns during processor speedup phases can exceed 47% in common
I/O workloads. Our hypothesis challenges (and ultimately debunks) a fundamental

assumption in computer systems: faster processor speeds result in the same or better
performance.
In this work, with the use of code and kernel instrumentation, exhaustive
experiments, and deep insight into the inner workings of the Linux I/O subsystem, I
overcome the aforementioned challenges of variance, complexity, and nondeterminism
and identify the I/O resource contention as the root cause of the slowdowns during
processor speedup. Specifically, such contention comes from the Linux kernel when the
journaling block device (JBD) interacts with the ext3/4 file system that introduces file
write delays and file synchronization delays. To fully explain how such I/O contention
causes performance anomaly, I propose analytical models of resource contention among
I/O threads to describe the root cause of the observed I/O slowdowns when processors
speed up. To this end, I introduce LUC, a runtime system to limit the unintended
consequences of power scaling and demonstrate the effectiveness of the LUC system for
two critical parallel transaction-oriented workloads, including a mail server (varMail) and
online transaction processing (oltp).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As high performance computing (HPC) segues from petascale to exascale, data
centers have rapidly grown to meet rising computational demands. The continual design
paradigm, coupled with increasing design complexities from the interaction between
applications, middleware, and the underlying system hardware, forms a breeding ground
for inefficiency.
My thesis work explores the development, implementation, and evaluation of
techniques that identify, model, and optimize the performance inefficiency due to
increasing growth in system complexity. In particular, my thesis work addresses the
system inefficiency that triggers resource contention and causes the slowdown
phenomenon (i.e. performance drop at a higher processor speed). I propose my research
aimed at understanding, modeling, and optimizing the slowdown phenomenon. I will
describe herein detailed background and related work, personal research approaches in
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the context of previous work, the experimental evaluation methodologies, and
experimental results. This thesis will also provide insights on how to identify and
mitigate potential performance bottlenecks as a result of increasing system complexity.

1.1. Motivation
Systems continue to grow in complexity. Systems must be designed to handle
hundreds and thousands of user requests for a finite number of resources in advanced,
high-performance systems residing in data centers and designed to support the growing
use of software services and mobile platforms. Therefore, it is widely acknowledged that
designing future systems that operate efficiently in increasingly complex environments is
a grand challenge for the community [1, 2].
To address inefficiencies, the components of these complex systems perform a
growing set of tasks themselves. For example, processors [89, 144, 155, 172], memory
[12, 48, 130, 131], and disks [30, 74, 143, 162, 175, 192, 199] are capable of
independently managing their power consumption. Such devices attempt to balance
performance and energy use dynamically to match the changing resource demands of
applications and services.
The combination of device independence with unprecedented system scales leads
to more complex interactions among operating systems, middleware, applications and
services, and hardware. Such complex interactions make identifying the root causes of
performance issues extremely challenging, which has led to a surge in research targeting
reproducibility in systems [51, 52, 160], deterministic system design [43, 126], and
improving the fidelity of runtime performance tracing [47, 198].
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Unfortunately, at the same time complexity threatens system efficiency,
performance has possibly never been more critical to the worldwide economy. According
to Amazon’s Greg Linden and Google’s Marissa Mayer1: “Amazon found that every 100
ms of latency costs them 1% in sales. Google found that an extra .5 seconds in search
page generation time dropped traffic by 20%.” High frequency trading also relies on data
centers where power management is considered critical, yet a few milliseconds of latency
loss can result in millions of lost profits2.
To illustrate the growing threat of complexity to efficiency, in this work my focus
is on isolating the root cause of performance issues in a file system with power scalable
components. Anecdotal evidence in the extant research literature suggests latency loss
occurs with increasing incidence [54, 115, 125, 136, 147, 174, 177, 193] and magnitude
[65, 136, 159] when using common power management techniques, such as dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [128] technology.
Prior studies have investigated scheduling of processor speeds using DVFS to
improve efficiency based on the characteristics of the workloads [25, 37, 61, 63, 86].
Typically, for a DVFS scheduler to achieve system energy efficiency, it uses the
maximum available speed of a processor for central processing unit (CPU) bound
workloads, and lowers the processor speed for workloads that are not sensitive to
processor speeds (e.g., memory, input/output (I/O), and communication bound workloads)
for minimum performance drops. Moreover, recent work [33, 159] shows the use of
power management is accompanied by acute increases in latency for certain file system
1
2

http://highscalability.com/latency-everywhere-and-it-costs-you-sales-how-crush-it
http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2014/07/07/no-need-to-demonize-high-frequency-trading/
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benchmarks.
Race-to-sleep is another approach proposed by the chip manufacturers for
improving energy efficiency. The concept, rather than controlling the online steering
processor speeds according to application workloads, is to finish a job faster and to allow
the processor entering the power-gated mode to save power [5, 6]. In this manner, Turbo
Boost [6] and Turbo CORE [5] technologies have implemented, in modern processors,
the ability to allow a processor to temporarily overclock itself when it needs more
performance within temperature, current, and power limit constraints.
Energy efficiency is very sensitive to software design [100]. Scheduling for
processor speeds may fail because of the interaction between applications and operating
systems and the underlying hardware, which, therefore, leads to inefficiency. For
example, the effectiveness of DVFS relies largely on transistor process technology,
memory performance, and processor architecture. These factors may prevent the DVFS
scheduling from successfully achieving optimal energy efficiency [177]. Turbo Boost
may not be suitable for the race-to-sleep approach, specifically, when the assignment of
the threads to cores is suboptimal with respect to resource contention [34], and eventually
leads to little performance benefit and a substantial increase in energy consumption.
Perhaps more troubling, we have observed performance slowdowns when
increasing processor speeds. For example, for a given workload the time to completion is
slower when running at a high processor clock frequency than when running the same
workload at a lower processor clock frequency. In this proposal, depending on the
context and intent, we may additionally refer to these phases as performance speedups
when decreasing the processor speeds. Both performance slowdowns and performance
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speedups refer to the phenomenon explored in this dissertation, where processor speed
affects performance in counterintuitive ways.
Researchers began experimental work measuring the energy efficiency of servers
over a decade ago. At the time, experts were focused primarily on applying energy saving
technologies only available in mobile systems (e.g., dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling) to server-class systems and high-performance applications. This work first
appeared at the SC04 conference [23], and to the best of our knowledge, was the first to
identify a counterintuitive performance slowdown phenomenon that forms the inspiration
for this dissertation.

Figure 1.1 Normalized delay (execution time) and energy for a parallel integer sort
application at various fixed clock frequencies circa 2004. The 1000 MHz run results in
the slowest performance and is nearly 20% slower than the same code running at 600
MHz. This result (20% slowdown at higher frequency) is repeatable and significant.
Figure 1.1 shows energy and delay data from the CS@VT SCAPE Laboratory’s
SC04 work for a parallel integer sort (IS) application running at various static frequencies
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on a 16-node Intel Pentium M cluster. The delay of execution time (normalized to the
highest frequency at 1400 MHz) actually slows down at higher frequencies (the code
completes 20% faster at 600 MHz than at 1000 MHz). This result was confirmed
experimentally and repeated many times. In follow-up work [63], IS.C and MG.C
executed slower at the highest frequency on another 8-node AMD Opteron cluster (the
code completes 1% faster at 2000 MHz and 2400 MHz than at 2600 MHz). Despite
curiosity with regard to this phenomenon, we did not investigate further. Because this
was a memory-bound application, we ran some microbenchmarks and speculatively (and
somewhat incorrectly in hindsight) attributed the phenomenon to a mismatch between
processor throttling and memory bus unique to this application system combination.
About five years later, running a MySQL (I/O bound) benchmark, we noticed a
similar phenomenon – namely, performance was often significantly better at lower
frequencies. Observing the same types of slowdowns (or rather speedups at lower
frequencies) in different types of benchmarks inspired us to investigate further whenever
possible. This slowdown phenomenon, when increasing the frequency, challenges a
fundamental assumption in the way people think about processor speeds - performance is
always at a certain level proportional to the processor speed for all types of workloads
(e.g., CPU, memory, communication, and I/O bound).
Our findings imply the best performance and most energy-efficient processor
operating speed varies with the application. With the increasing autonomy of processor
speeds (e.g. Intel Turbo Boost technology), this is troubling since the best performance
and efficiency may or may not be at the highest processor frequency.
The extant literature was surveyed to determine whether other researchers had
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independently confirmed this phenomenon (and possibly addressed it). Since these results
are typically anecdotal in nature and not the primary focus of published research, such
confirmation was difficult to identify. Nonetheless, we did find more than a dozen
references independently measuring slowdowns at higher frequencies (i.e. speed ups at
slower frequencies), beginning with independent confirmation of our work from six other
research groups [54, 59, 71, 84, 86, 129] for slowdowns in NPB IS and MG benchmarks.
More recently, researchers have confirmed that this phenomenon occurs in powerscalable systems across various benchmarks and architecture contexts including: (1)
scheduling of heterogeneous cores [13, 28, 71-73, 113, 114, 116, 187], (2) MPI
communication phases [54, 125, 193], (3) parallel I/O [65-67], (4) Fourier transform
codes [35, 184], (5) parallel fluid dynamics codes [115], (6) vehicle scheduling codes
[147, 174, 177], (7) the MapReduce Sort benchmark [195], (8) hard disk drive systems
[136, 159], (9) synthetic CPU bound codes [70, 105, 106], (10) memory architectures [48,
129, 161], and (11) asymmetric, multicore architectures [18, 85, 115]. Despite the
number and diversity of these experiments, none of these researchers or research groups
deeply explores the phenomenon of speedup when slowing down the processor. Most
researchers leave the investigation to future work, while some reference our bus speed
hypothesis [59, 86]. Still others provide unsubstantiated (but reasonable) theories for
possible reasons, including synchronization [115] and system or benchmark details [72,
73, 85].

1.2. Hypothesis Exploration
In our early work, we hypothesized that investigating the effects of processor
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speed, parallelism, and system software and hardware design on performance and energy
efficiency might reveal the root cause of the slowdown phenomenon. From the extant
literature and our own exhaustive experiments, we empirically observed that processor
speed increases could increase the frequency of resource contention requests. We also
found that increasing parallelism can result in higher frequency resource requests. Our
conclusion from this exploratory work was that processor speed, parallelism, and the
combined complexity of software and hardware may be contributing to bandwidth
contention behavior that could ultimately explain our slowdown phenomenon.
Our bandwidth contention hypothesis assumes that executing the applications at
lower processor speed mitigates the contention and improves the performance. Although
no study directly confirms this contention hypothesis, in a similar manner a body of study
has indicated that lowering the number of threads eases shared resource contention.
These studies attempt to answer how many threads to use for the best performance [31,
95, 119, 123, 179] and assert that to create threads equal in number to available cores
may not be the most efficient methodology. Excessive threads result in: (1) shared
resource contentions for synchronization in software [179], (2) shared cache, off-chip bus
bandwidth, and (3) memory controller in hardware [32, 96, 97, 103, 134, 151, 178, 182,
200].
To demonstrate the pervasiveness and magnitude of the slowdown phenomenon,
we conducted a series of exhaustive measurements of benchmarks with various levels of
parallelism and processor speeds. To this end, after observing acute performance loss in
IO intensive applications on power scalable systems, we chose to focus on the varMail
workload from the Filebench Suite [194]
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to determine whether 1) representative

workloads exhibit acute performance losses, and 2) whether such unintended
consequences of power management could be explained and a cause identified.
As the systems themselves are fairly complex, simpler algorithms and
applications that exhibit the slowdown phenomenon are less likely to introduce noise in
the measurements and therefore, make it easier to determine the root causes. This
decision is particularly appreciated when we observe that for some combinations of
application threads and systems, the noise in the data – which influences the statistical
significance and the number of experiments – at times exceeds the execution time for
certain runs. For the data shown herein, the number of total repeat experiments for a
given data point was selected to achieve a 95% statistical confidence [188].
Filebench varMail is a parallel transaction-oriented workload that emulates a
multi-threaded mail server workload common to file systems. In our tests, we measure
the maximum achievable performance for Input/Output Operations Per Second (IOPS)
for an exhaustive combination of threads (up to 1024) and files (up to 2048).
We conduct the experiments on a Dell T3500 using a W3550 3.00 GHz (Nehalem)
quad-core with 6 GB of DDR3 RAM and a 250 GB 7200 rpm hard drive. Nehalem (HDD)
runs the CentOS 6.4 Linux distribution with the kernel version of 3.4.2. For the
exhaustive benchmark tests, we run all of the combinations of varMail workload
parameters mentioned across all the available P-states for each processor.
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Figure 1.2 Filebench varMail speedup ratios of 64 threads normalized to the lowest
available CPU frequency (1.6 GHz) – higher is better. The grey/blue area shows
one standard deviation from the mean. Nehalem (HDD) System: Dell T3500 using
a W3550 3.00 GHz quad-core with 6 GB of DDR3 RAM and a 250 GB 7200 rpm
hard drive.

Figure 1.3 Filebench varMail speedup ratios from 4 to 64 threads normalized to the
lowest available CPU frequency (1.6 GHz) – higher is better. Each line shows
speedup for (number of threads) x (number of files). For 64 threads, performance
drops significantly at higher frequencies.

1.3. Exhaustive Measurements
Figure 1.2 provides an example of this phenomenon. The figure plots the
performance for 64 threads of a parallel transaction workload at various power/frequency
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settings from 1.6 GHz to 3.1 GHz. Performance is the ratio of speedup versus the slowest
frequency, which worsens with higher frequencies. While there may be energy efficiency
drawbacks, a common assumption in system power management is that higher processor
speeds will result in the same or a better performance for IO workloads. The frequency
change from 1.6GHz to 1.7GHz that results in a 2% performance increase for varMail
conforms to expectations for the faster-does-no-harm approach.
However, Figure 1.2 also illustrates an unintended consequence of power
management. Higher clock frequencies result in lower performance in this workload
scenario. The worst performance occurs at both 2.6GHz and 2.7GHz, while the best
performance occurs at the second lowest frequency of 1.7GHz. This graph confirms the
worst fears of data center operators considering enabling power management; namely,
that performance contradicts the faster-does-no-harm intuition. In fact, the situation is
worse. By disabling power management and statically running at the highest available
clock frequency of 3.1GHz, the data center operator will unknowingly be losing up to 11%
of the potential performance for the varMail workload.
This slowdown3 is difficult to observe in practice because the standard deviation
(shown as the gray/blue area surrounding the line plot) often exceeds the performance
difference between two data points. For example, Figure 1.2 shows the 2.0 GHz
frequency has a standard deviation of 12%, while 1.7 GHz on average performs 10%
better. Thus, taking a single measured sample at the low performance range of 1.7 GHz
and a single sample at the high performance range of 2.0 GHz results in the flawed
conclusion that 2.0 GHz should be selected for better performance. Therefore, a runtime
3

Characterization of the root causes of this slowdown is a key contribution. For now, we motivate the need to isolate
causation and address these slowdowns later in the following chapter.
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system attempting to adapt processor power/frequency settings [61] and optimize based
on sampled runtime performance information could be ineffective and result in
significant performance loss.
Additionally, the same code may perform differently at scale. Figure 1.3 shows
the same example from our transaction workload for varying the number of threads from
4 to 64. The slowdown at higher frequencies does not occur until 64 threads where
variance between runs increases. Beyond 64 up to 256 threads (not shown) the
performance is similar to the 4à32 thread cases.
Measurement uncertainties have several consequences. First and foremost, to
obtain significance greater than 95% we typically must run experiments more than 50
times each and use the statistical average. Second, while any conclusions can be made
with reasonable statistical confidence (95 %), a small amount of uncertainty (<5%) is
practically unavoidable.

1.4. Principal Component Analysis
To further evaluate our bandwidth contention hypothesis, we iteratively repeat the
exhaustive experiments with finely instrumented codes, hardware and software system
counters, and hand instrument operating system kernel and library codes. This process is
as tedious as it sounds, but with the additional data and applying an iterative performance
principal component analysis (PCA) [53], we are able to correlate low-level
instrumentation data to measured occurrences of the slowdown phenomenon. With the
annotated, low-level data we could additionally isolate exactly where the slowdowns
occurred – even with contention as the culprit. The performance loss could be a result of
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hardware design, algorithm design, middleware design, or system kernel design.
We are able to identify a correlation between events related to system resource
contention. These events are not directly measureable by any single counter, but the
combination of system and hardware counters that capture resource usage (such as
aspects of the file subsystem resources in the case of these IO benchmarks) does show a
correlating relationship with the observed slowdown phenomenon. To confirm our
findings, we manually change some aspects of the benchmarks that influence resource
utilization and we find we can eliminate many of the slowdowns observed.
We must stress that we are not identifying any system or application bugs. What
we identified are certain combinations of applications and systems that caused resource
contention and drastically affect performance. This is a fundamental issue with system
design. The system itself has a fixed number of resources while demands for these
resources ebb and flow. Processor scaling technologies (often for power-performance
efficiency management) ignore these effects and operate autonomously – in many cases
to good effect. However, during times of resource contention, the speedup gained from
accelerating throughput is often nullified by the creation of additional contention on
resources. It is this contention that wreaks havoc on performance and results in the data
found in Figures 1.2 and 1.3.
Our revised hypothesis is that this slowdown phenomenon is a fundamental
contention issue that pervades file systems, memory systems, and any device/platform or
combination of devices/platforms where resources are finite and throughput is dynamic
and controllable – e.g. a power-scalable platform with hardware (c-states, p-states, sstates), concurrency (application threads) throttling. We believe this type of behavior can
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be detected and exploited or mitigated in power-scalable systems to maximize
performance. This will require holistic profiling of a system, holistic modeling of the
impacts of device and concurrency throttling on power and performance, and ultimately a
runtime system that exploits these behavioral models.

1.5. Research Objective and Components
This dissertation attempts to understand and mitigate the computer system
inefficiencies that cause this slowdown phenomenon. The objective here is to develop
accurate analytical models and a sophisticated runtime steering system to analyze,
evaluate, predict, and prevent the shared resource contention that occurs during the
execution of parallel IO applications with various execution patterns running on powerscalable multicore platforms. Our analytical models and their related runtime systems can
help users explore the effects of machine, operating system, and application dependent
characteristics that cause slowdown phenomenon to happen.
My thesis is composed of three major components: 1) profiling, measuring, and
analyzing parallel I/O applications using a hardware/software toolset to understand the
root causes for the contention causing the slowdown phenomenon when increasing the
processor speed; 2) developing accurate analytical models leveraging knowledge to
describe and predict the contention for I/O bound applications on power scalable systems;
3) developing a light-weight, runtime steering system to make online decisions and
prevent the shared resource contention causing the slowdown phenomenon based on
components (1) and (2). All three components focus on improving data center efficiency
for parallel I/O workloads and improving our understanding of the slowdown
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phenomenon as a result of increasing system complexity.

1.6. Research Contributions
In summary, this thesis provides methodologies and techniques to improve
system-wide efficiency, as well as to identify potential performance bottlenecks at scale
despite system complexity.

• Research contribution I: Measuring and isolating the slowdown
phenomenon.
I introduced a systematic approach to isolate the root causes of the observed
slowdown phenomenon. Initially, I used detailed tracing inside the Filebench varMail
workload and the Linux kernel. This approach helped to correlate the observed
slowdowns to the fsync operations, which seemed to relate to the I/O performance losses.
I then began the detailed study using a microbenchmark-driven methodology and
concentrated on the interaction between excessive fsync operations and the ext4 file
system. I conducted numerous experiments across simple benchmarks in an exhaustive
attempt to confirm that the phenomenon still occurred on modern systems with common
I/O workloads and that I could correlate behavioral attributes to the root causes where
slowdown occurred at faster processor speeds. Finally, I was able to narrow the problem
space and selected two benchmarks (IOZone and Metarate) for their simplicity and their
similarity to the varMail workload.
Through detailed analysis of simple benchmarks, I incorporated runtime profiling
using hardware counters and software instrumentation to detect the root causes of the
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slowdown phenomenon. By developing a measurement methodology that did not
significantly interfere with the operation of the system, I was able to collect system-level
behavioral information to describe the slowdown. Simply put, the cause of the
slowdowns is the I/O resource contention in the Linux kernel journaling block device
version 2 (JBD2) component and is fundamental to computer system design and not
specific to a type of system. I also demonstrated and empirically isolated the root causes
of the I/O performance losses by bypassing the kernel JBD2 component to mitigate the
slowdown phenomenon.

• Research contribution II: Modeling the slowdown phenomenon.
To model the root causes of the slowdown, I leveraged the existing models of
power and performance [26, 27, 62, 64, 127, 167] and a methodology similar to one
we’ve used previously to model complex GPU systems [167]. This approach involved
creating tools to extract key parameters and applying statistical techniques to model
behavior, first linearly and then nonlinearly. In addition, I incorporated system-level
behavior information, such as the dynamic aspects of both hardware [23, 25] and
application [120-122, 176] throttling. Lastly, I also leveraged shared-resource contention
models [58, 90, 101, 102] to create new analytical models of contention that occur in the
journaling file system due to excessive fsync operations and helped explain the slowdown
phenomenon.
I proposed analytical models [33] that focused on using power, performance, and
system-level behavioral information to model the slowdown phenomenon. My analytical
models can help users explore the effects of machine, operating system, and applicationdependent characteristics that cause the slowdown phenomenon to happen. By applying
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the model to two selected benchmarks (IOZone and Metarate), the models capture the
kernel I/O performance bottlenecks that contribute to the root causes of the slowdown for
workload and algorithm (and system) and aid consideration of design decisions related to
I/O performance. I also demonstrated how to effectively use our analytical models to
mitigate the slowdowns by offering a simple fix (i.e., delayJC) to improve the slowdowns
and performances.

• Research contribution III: Optimizing the slowdown phenomenon.
I developed a runtime system that automatically mitigated the root causes of the
slowdown

and

improved

performance

efficiency.

The

microbenchmark-driven

methodology in I and II simplified the isolation of the root causes of I/O performance
loss. I further classified the observed performance loss into two categories—file
synchronization delays and file write delays—and introduced LUC, a runtime system to
Limit the Unintended Consequences of power scaling and dynamically improve I/O
performance. The runtime system utilized the analytical models of the slowdown
phenomenon and dynamically optimized I/O performance loss for better power and
performance efficiency. In particular, the LUC system combined a measurement tool
with the analytics engine that was implemented based on our analytical models. Then
these measurements and analyses were used to feed two steering components: PID
batching and heuristic copyout, which were designed separately to mitigate I/O
synchronization and write delays. I also demonstrated the effectiveness of the LUC
system running on two platforms for two critical, parallel, transaction-oriented workloads,
including a mail server (varMail) and online transaction processing (oltp).
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1.7. Organization of This Dissertation
The organization for the rest of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 describes the
slowdown phenomenon in a detailed, literature survey, motivating the relevance and
discussion of performance modeling and contention. Chapter 3 presents the first research
component: measuring and isolating the slowdown phenomenon for power-scalable
systems. Chapter 4 discusses our modeling and analysis for the root causes of the
slowdown phenomenon. Chapter 5 covers our runtime optimization techniques. We
summarize the conclusion and future work in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Literature Survey
We begin with a survey of existing literature that includes the slowdown
phenomenon (or speedup at lower processor speeds). We then extend our literature
survey to tangential areas revealed by slowdown phenomenon work and our brute-force,
exhaustive measurements. These additional areas include: thread scheduling for critical
sections and contention, memory and contention models, and database transaction models.
Lastly, we cover journaling file system literature and other failure recovery alternatives.

2.1 Slowdown Phenomenon
This section reviews the literature showing slowdown phenomenon on both
multicore systems and heterogeneous multicore systems. We will also discuss common
findings among these slowdowns such as contention of shared resources in hardware (e.g.,
cache and off-chip bus bandwidth), overhead of critical sections, and synchronization in
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software.

2.1.1 Homogeneous, power-scalable systems
This section describes slowdown experiments on multicore systems from the
extent literature. Most published studies do not have detailed discussions of these
showdowns leaving comprehensive investigation for future work. We categorize
slowdowns by the subfield of research the authors directly studied. We found the
slowdown in 4 separable research contexts. These categories include studies of parallel
power-scalable systems focused on: a) hardware; b) communication libraries; c)
benchmarks; and d) I/O. These categories indicate that the slowdown, much like
contention, is pervasive and fundamental to system design. To support our approach and
our bandwidth contention hypothesis, we additionally discuss relevant modelling
approaches and contention-related literature.
a) Hardware-related studies
Recent Intel/AMD processors overclock for a period of time until any electric or
thermal limits are reached. Empirical studies show that memory-bandwidth slowdown
happens when the processor is in these temporary overclocking modes. The slowdown
phenomenon is observed in studies of memory bandwidth for processor Turbo mode by
Intel or Core Performance Boost (CPB) mode by AMD [161], Load Miss Predictor (LMP)
memory architecture [129], and DVFS-enabled DRAM modules [48].
Schone et al. [161] report that on a SandyBridge-HE platform, lower main
memory bandwidth can be obtained in the turbo mode (19.7GB/s) than running static at
3400 MHz (19.8GB/s) using core 0 and core 2, and that on AMD Interlagos platform
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lower main memory bandwidth can be generated in the CPB mode (16.3GB/s) than at
2200 MHz (16.4GB/s) using core 0–5. Further, they indicated one core is enough to
achieve 90% of the theoretical peak bandwidth of two DDR3-1333 memory channels
(19.9GB/s) on both Intel SandyBridge and AMD Interlagos platforms, and concluded that
more than two cores in use for memory-bandwidth measurement results in resource
contention.
The slowdown phenomenon is also observed when executing programs on custom
memory architectures. Malkowski et al. [129] propose a Load Miss Predictor (LMP)
memory architecture that directly loads to the main memory to bypass the delay for a
load requiring navigation through the entire cache hierarchy. They observe the slowdown
phenomenon on their LMP memory architecture where SMV-U, DMV-O, MG, and CG
execute slower when the processor is running at 1400 MHz than at 1300 MHz and lower,
and perform slower with the processor running at 2000 MHz than at 1900 MHz.
Despite the slowdown phenomenon along with processor frequency, David et al.
[48] observe slowdowns when memory is running at higher frequencies. On their
memory-DVFS-enabled system configured with two Intel quad-core Nehalem X5500
processor and twelve 4GB Memory DIMMs, the results indicate h26x, namd, gmac, gmss,
pvry, and hmmr execute slower when the memory frequency is at 1066 MHz than at 800
MHz; gmac, pvry, and hmmr execute slower when the memory is at 1333 MHz than at
1066 MHz; pvry and hmmr run slower when the memory is at 1333 MHz than at 800
MHz. The authors claim that these benchmarks were almost completely unaffected by
memory frequency, and the measurement errors inherent in a real-time system could
contribute to the slowdown phenomenon.
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Notably, we only found a few CPU-bound applications exhibiting the slowdown
phenomenon. Kotla et al. and Ghiasi [70, 105, 106], using their synthetic benchmark,
have shown how the ratio of CPU-intensive to Memory-intensive workload impacts the
performance. Their workload of 100% CPU and 0% memory mix showed lower
throughput at 0.95 of the maximum frequency than at 0.90 of the maximum frequency.
b) Communication-related studies
Studies have shown that the slowdown phenomenon occurs in MPI
communication calls or communication phases in NPB IS and FT executing on a powerscalable cluster. Lim [125] and Wang [193] report that on a DVFS-enabled system, the
MPI_Recv function of the MPI communication calls with 2 KB transmission size
executes slower at 1200 MHz than at 1000 MHz. Etinski et al. [54] conducted NPB
experiments on a cluster where each computer node was configured with four 6-core
AMD 8425 processors. For the 16-core, one-node test platform, IS.C takes 1.3% longer
in communication phases at 2100 MHz than at 1600 MHz. For the 64-core, three-node
test platform, CG.C takes 1% longer in communication phases at 1600 MHz than at 1400
MHz, and IS.C takes 1.3% longer in communication phases at 1100 MHz than at 800
MHz. The three-node test platform also shows that FT.C requires more time in
communication phases at 2100 MHz than at 1600, 1100, and 800 MHz for 2.4, 6.1, and
3.7% longer duration in transmission, respectively. To explain the communication
increase with CPU frequency reduction, the authors indicated that the MPI intra-node
implementation that is done through a memory mapped shared file involves processor
activity and depends on memory bandwidth; the memory bus frequency depends on the
processor frequency in the cluster. Unfortunately, the authors provide no further
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explanation for the speedup at lower frequency cases on the three-node experimental
results.
c) Benchmark-related studies
The NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) [16] constitute a popular suite of kernel
applications that cover a spectrum of typical HPC workloads. Researchers have observed
the slowdown phenomenon when executing these NPB kernels on their power-scalable
clusters/machines. Many slowdown results [59, 61, 63, 84, 177] are obtained when NPB
memory-intensive kernels (e.g., IS, MG, SP) executed on a cluster; other slowdown
results [35, 184] occur when NPB communication-intensive kernels (e.g., FT) run on a
single node of the cluster and generate intense intra-node communication workload on
the off-chip memory bus.
Ge et al. [61] report that NPB IS executes 9% slower at 1400 MHz than at 1000
MHz and also executes 12% slower at 1200 MHz than at 1000 MHz on their 16-node
cluster configured with Pentium-M processors. Follow-up work [63] indicates that NPB
IS executes 1% slower at 2600 MHz than at 2000 MHz on a 9-node cluster configured
with AMD Opteron 2218 processors. They speculate the speedup at lower processor
frequency is because the workload is not sensitive to frequency above a certain threshold,
and the higher processor frequency may also increase the collision of network traffic.
However, they reserve the validation for this speculation to future work [61].
Freeh et al. [59] report that NPB IS contains two phases, CPUbound phase and
disk/memory-bound phase, and show that IS executes 1% slower (with 9% more energy)
with both phases running at 2000 MHz rather than at 1600 MHz on a 9-node AMD
Althon64 cluster. Hotta et al. [84] assert that NPB IS executed slower at 1800 MHz than
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at 1600 MHz on an 8-node cluster configured with Turion MT-32 processors.
Ge et al. [63] run NPB MG on a 9-node AMD Opteron-based cluster and observe
1% slower times at 2600 MHz than at 2400 MHz. Hsu et al. [86] show execution time
increases of 1% at faster processor speeds on the AMD 4-node Opteron-based system. Ge
et al. [61] report that NPB SP executes 1% slower at 1400 MHz than at 1200 MHz on a
16-node cluster configured with Pentium-M processors.
NPB FT is a communication-intensive kernel, but it generates memory-bound
workloads for intensive intra-network communication when it executes on a single
multicore machine and triggers the slowdown phenomenon. Cheng and Zeng [35]
observed that on a platform configured with two AMD Opteron 248 processors, NPB FT
executed 2% slower at 2200 MHz than at 1000 MHz. Telgarsky et al. [184] report that on
a platform configured with one Pentium-M model 770 processor, high processor speeds
execute slower than lower processor speeds for the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
workload under two scenarios: (1) on-chip execution where data working sets fit in cache;
and (2) out-of-cache execution where data working sets cannot fit in the cache.
Another memory-bound program is 181.mcf (or MCF) in SPEC CPU 2006 that
has been discovered to trigger the slowdown phenomenon. Sueur et al. [177] observe that
on a Santa Rosa platform, executing one 181.mcf is slower at 2200/2400 MHz than at
2000 MHz; running two 181.mcf is slower at 1800 MHz than at 1600 MHz and is also
slower at 2200/2400 MHz than at 2000 MHz. They find that on their Santa Rosa platform,
the memory frequency runs at 330 MHz when the processor is at 2000 MHz, and the
memory frequency runs at 300 MHz when the processor operates at other frequencies.
Thus, 181.mcf executes slower when the processor is not running at 2000 MHz.
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Srinivasan et al. [174] report that the MCF executes slower at 2600 MHz than at 2300
MHz on the Intel Core2 platform.
The performance metric micro-operations per cycle (UPC) is proposed by Pan et
al. [147] to evaluate processor efficiency instead of instructions per cycle. They claim
that UPC is a better indicator of performance than IPC (instructions per cycle) because on
the test platform, AMD Athlon processors decode x86 instructions into one or more
micro-operations for the processor RISC core to execute. Their results show that SP,
MCF, and FACEREC achieve lower performance efficiency at 1500 MHz than at 1400
MHz; EP, PERLBMK, and SIXTRACK achieve lower performance efficiency when
executing at 1529 MHz and above than at 1400 MHz and lower.
d) I/O-related studies
MapReduce workload, a mix of memory and I/O requests, is observed to trigger
the slowdown phenomenon. Wirtz and Ge [195] assert that on an eight-node AMD-based
cluster the Sort benchmark of the MapReduce application executes slower at 2500/1800
MHz than at 1300 MHz. The authors speculate the slowdown is because of the improved
matching between processor and system bus speeds, but this explanation has not been
confirmed.
The slowdown phenomenon reduces throughput on hard disk drive systems. Saito
et al. [159] generated lower I/O throughput at 2100 MHz than at 1400/1700 MHz on the
AMD Opteron 6172 system configured with HDD storage. Miyoshi et al. [136] observed
that for the synthetic disk benchmark on a Dell Inspiron 800 laptop configured with 850
MHz Pentium III processor, the performance was less at 62% of the maximum CPU
frequency than at 50% of maximum CPU frequency.
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In addition, Ge et al. [65-67] conducted PIO-Bench, FLASH IO, and Tile IO
experiments on a nine-node AMD Opteron 2380 cluster configured with NFS or PVFS.
For the experimental results of PIO-Bench running on NFS, the parallel-strided
workloads with 2 KB and 64 KB buffer sizes achieved lower bandwidth at 1800/2500
MHz than at 1300/800 MHz; the parallel contiguous write workloads with 512 B, 1 KB,
2 KB, and 64 KB buffer sizes had lower bandwidth at 1800 MHz than at 1300 MHz. The
parallel contiguous re-write workload with 64 KB buffer size performs at lower
bandwidth at 2500 MHz than at 1800 MHz and the same workload with 8 KB buffer size
achieves worse bandwidth at 1800 MHz than at 1300 MHz. In addition, for the results of
PIO-Bench running on PVFS, the simple strip access workloads with buffer sizes from
4KB to 16KB achieve less throughput at 2500 MHz than at 1300 MHz. In addition, for
FLASH and Tile IO applications running on PVFS, FLASH IO with 64 processors, the
performance of writing the checkpointing data (chkpt) is slower at 2500 MHz than at 800
MHz; for Tile IO with 16 processors, read performance is slower at 2500 MHz than at
800 MHz.

2.1.2 Heterogeneous, power-scalable systems
There is a large body of work to improve efficiency by controlling parallel thread
count and affinity mapping in homogeneous multicore systems [31, 95, 108, 118, 119,
123, 179]. If the number of threads exceeds the maximum degree of parallelism (DOP) in
a code, slowdowns can occur due to increased communication overhead. More recent
work has extended this approach to controlling thread count and affinity in heterogeneous,
asymmetric systems [18, 71-73, 114-116]. This work primarily advocates the use of
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asymmetry-aware schedulers for optimal performance.
As in the homogeneous case, slowdowns in heterogeneous systems can occur
when parallelizing codes beyond the available maximum DOP. Notably, asymmetric
systems can control the number of threads and core counts and core speeds. We have
observed core speed variability can trigger our slowdown phenomenon. However, when
thread count, core count and cores speeds vary (as they typically do in this body of work)
determining the cause of counterintuitive slowdown is challenging. Thus, for the most
part, this body of research fails to identify the core cause of the slowdown phenomenon
we plan to study.
Our focus on homogeneous systems in this dissertation seeks to avoid the added
complexity of disambiguating multiple types of slowdown introduced in heterogeneous
power-scalable

systems.

Nonetheless,

since

some

researchers

have

observed

counterintuitive slowdowns in various combinations of core counts and speeds, we
conducted a thorough review of this body of work and attempted to isolate data that could
exhibit the slowdown phenomenon we study.
On heterogeneous multicore systems, our relevant literature survey indicates the
slowdown phenomenon most commonly occurs when three situations are met: 1) when
the heterogeneous multicore system does not incorporate a processor asymmetry-aware
scheduler in the OS, 2) when an application involves memory-bound workloads, and 3)
when an application spends a significant amount of time in critical sections.
An asymmetry-oblivious OS on a heterogeneous system (e.g. multicore, power
scalable by core) can result in poor performance. A study by Lakshminarayana et al.
[114-116] reports that a heterogeneous multicore system with an asymmetry-oblivious
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OS scheduler triggers the slowdown when running a fludanimate code, a code with a time
consuming critical section, and a matrix multiplication code with unbalanced workload.
The authors of the aforementioned study observe that the fluidanimate code from
the PARSEC benchmarks executes slower configured as 8@2GHz and 8@1GHz (a total
of 16 processors, 8 processors at 2GHz and 8 processors at 1GHz) versus 16@1GHz (16
processors at 1GHz). They classify this fluidanimate code as “unstable” (in terms of
execution time) and indicate the slowdown is due to a large number of barriers and locks
in the code. For a microbenchmark that spends 75% of its time in a critical section, the
execution time is longer with the asymmetric configuration of 8@1.4GHz, 8@2GHz than
with the asymmetric configuration of 8@1.2GHz, 8@2GHz. The matrix multiplication
microbenchmark with asymmetric workloads of 340x260, 350x250, and 360x240 sizes
shows that the “half-half” configuration (4@1.87GHz, 4@1.6GHz) takes more time than
the “all-slow” configuration (8@1.6GHz) using a Round-Robin scheduler.
Another empirical study on an AMP system by Balakrishnan et al. [18] indicates
that system asymmetry impacts performance variance and suggests the kernel scheduler
could be improved with knowledge of processor asymmetry. The authors provide
experimental results showing counterintuitive slowdowns. For example, Apache, OMP,
and H.264 applications execute faster with the 2f-2s/8 (2 fast cores and 2 slow cores
running at one-eighth of fast-core frequency) configuration than with the 3f-1s/8
configuration, and these applications also executed faster with the 1f-3s/4 configuration
than with the 2f-2s/8 configuration. In addition, Hruby et al. [85] claim that better
throughput can be achieved with slower and less power hungry cores on a heterogeneous
multicore system running the network stack of NewtOS. They provide experimental
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results showing that the network stack achieves 1.3% higher throughput at 50% of
resource utilization at 1200 MHz than when all cores run unthrottled at 1600 MHz.
Cao et al. [28] show that on the AMD Phenom II platform, two cores running at
2800MHz and 2800MHz separately executed slower than the two cores running at
2800MHz and 800MHz. Also, Grant and Afsahi [71] conducted experiments on the
asymmetric multiprocessor system with HT-enabled and seven user threads and showed
that NPB MG and SP executed slower with the configuration of the first core at 1225
MHz and the remaining cores at 1400 GHz than with the configuration of the first core at
1050 MHz and the remaining cores at 1400 MHz. Also, on the same system but with
three user threads, swim and fma3D of SPEC OpenMP benchmarks execute slower with
the configuration of the first core at 1225 MHz and the remaining cores at 1400 GHz than
with the configuration of the first core at 1050 MHz and the remaining cores at 1400
MHz.
In follow-up studies [72, 73], apsi, art, fma3d, mgrid, swim, and wupwise of
SPEC benchmarks show many slowdown data points when scaling from 2.8GHz to
2.4GHz, 2.1GHz, or 1.8GHz for various configurations of HT-on/off and different
numbers of threads. In addition, Kwon et al. [113] showed that for a system with a total
of 12 cores, varying the number of fast cores and slow cores, make execution slower with
f8-s4 (8 fast cores and 4 slow cores) than with f6-s6 configuration, the blackholes
benchmark executes slower with f10/s2 than with f8/s4 configuration, specjbb2k runs
slower with f6/s6 than with f4/s8 configuration, and the canneal performs slower with
f4/s8 than with f2/s10 configuration.
Other studies [13, 187] have reported experimental results documenting that many
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small cores (low frequency) outperform one large core (high frequency). Annavaram et al.
[13] report that for various chips under a similar power budget, the configuration of four
small cores at 1000 MHz execute faster than the configuration of one large core at 2000
MHz across various benchmarks, including wupwise, mgrid, equake, art, ammp, BLAST,
HMMER, applu, apsi, FFTW, and TPC-H. Tong et al. [187] demonstrate that SPEC
OMP2001, SPECjbb2005, kernbench, and x264 execute faster on a system configured
with one big 2.66 GHz and four small 2 GHz cores than a system configured with two
large 2.66 GHz cores; SPEC OMP2001, SPECjbb2005, and kernbench execute faster on
a system configured with one large 2.66 GHz and four small 1.66 GHz cores than the
system configured with two large 2.66 GHz cores; SPEC OMP2001 and SPECjbb2005
execute faster on a system configured with one large 2.66 GHz and four small 1.33 GHz
cores than the system configured with two large 2.66 GHz cores.

2.2 Optimizing for Contention
To this point, our literature survey and early results indicate the slowdown
phenomenon is pervasive and significant (at least for I/O workloads). Given our
bandwidth contention hypothesis and our need to analytically describe the slowdown
phenomenon, we turn our attention to related studies of contention optimization through
scheduling. In this section we discuss studies on thread scheduling that address sharedresource contention on homogeneous multicore systems and heterogeneous multicore
systems including GPGPU-based systems.
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2.2.1 Homogeneous Scheduling
When programming on homogeneous, shared-memory, multicore systems
programmers face the dilemma of determining the best number of threads to execute the
application for the best performance or energy efficiency. Creating as many threads as the
number of available cores may not be the most efficient [31, 95, 119, 123, 179]; in fact,
too many threads can lead to high delays due to shared-resource contention [32, 96, 97,
103, 134, 151, 178, 182, 200].
a) Dynamic concurrency throttling for resource contention
Studies [31, 95, 119, 123, 179] have investigated how to choose the number of
threads to run for an application. Chadha et al. [31] proposed Less Is More (LIMO) to
dynamically vary the number of threads and the level of the processor frequency and
voltage to achieve the best performance and energy-efficiency of an application. LIMO
adjusts thread numbers and processor speeds by monitoring the usage of the shared
resources. Li and Martinez proposed [123] a system to maximize energy efficiency of an
application under a performance target. To achieve energy-efficiency, this system applies
binary search algorithm and hill-climbing heuristics to determine the best number of
threads and processor speed. Suleman et al. [179] present feedback-driven threading for
multi-threaded applications where performance is limited by off-chip bus bandwidth and
synchronization. The system utilizes pre-trained models to determine the number of
threads to run for each parallel region of an application, and the models predict the
optimal number of threads within the first few iterations of each parallel region. Jung et al.
[95] propose an online system to reduce the shared-resource contention in SMT
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architectures. The online system is built on an OpenMP library and changes the number
of threads to enhance performance for data-parallel loops of an application.
b) Scheduling static threads for resource contention
Apart from dynamically changing the number of threads at runtime, a body of
research schedules a constant number of threads for mitigating the cost of moving data
because of shared-resource contention, such as caches and off-chip bus bandwidth. Lee et
al. [118] propose a Thread Tailor to work as an OS scheduler that remaps the running
threads on cores in a way that minimizes the data communication among the threads.
Kumar et al. [108] propose to optimize data communication through the compiler and to
provide mechanisms to hide communication phases within computation phases of an
application by analyzing the communication pattern through compilation time.
Other studies have combined multiple methods including partitioning shared
caches among cores, scheduling threads to cores, and changing processor frequency to
mitigate the shared-resource contention in caches, memory bandwidth, and buses [32, 96,
97, 103, 134, 151, 178, 182, 200].

2.2.2 Heterogeneous Scheduling
a) Multiple cores
Heterogeneous multicore systems have been proposed to improve performance
and energy efficiency [79, 109, 110, 133, 138]. Kumar et al. [109, 110] propose singleISA heterogeneous multicore architectures for processor power reduction for applications
by scheduling the appropriate cores at runtime to meet the power/performance target. The
heterogeneous system is configured with EV8, EV6, EV5, and EV4 cores, where the
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cores in the system have the same ISAs but different microarchitecture, computation
power, and power consumption.
A significant body of research addresses thread scheduling and mapping to cores
on heterogeneous multicore systems. Bhattacharjee and Martonosi [20] propose thread
criticality predictors to determine which thread is most critical to the performance, and
then the predictors ensure critical thread running at full speed by applying DVFS
scheduling, load shedding, or allocating more resources. Suleman et al. [180] propose to
run all the critical sections of an application on the large core for the heterogeneous
system. This approach attempts to allocate the full hardware resources to the criticalsection executions and to reduce the synchronization stalls. In a similar fashion, some
studies propose mechanisms for sophisticated thread scheduling and mapping on
heterogeneous multicore systems [13, 42, 49, 56, 57, 111, 112, 138, 158, 164, 174].
Shelepov et al. [164] propose a heterogeneity-aware algorithm for the OS scheduler that
performs per-thread architectural signature mapping. The proposed scheduler
outperformed the IPC-driven algorithm on the platform that uses Intel/AMD cores
running at different frequencies.
b) GPGPUs
Use of General-Purpose computation on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU) is
growing in High Performance Computing. CUDA [4] and OpenCL [3] allow
programmers to control vast amounts of threads in hopes of speeding up applications.
However, understanding the bottlenecks of multithread programs on GPGPU
architectures remains a continuing challenge and has been the subject of ongoing research.
Studies of GPGPUs typically evaluate the performance of thread-level fine-grain
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parallelism (TLP) or cooperative thread array (CTA) course-grain parallelism by
reducing shared resource contention in cache, memory, and interconnect. Kayiran et al.
[98] propose dynamic CTA mechanisms to choose the optimal number of CTAs for
maximum performance by reducing contention in the memory subsystem, while Bakhoda
et al. [17] statically choose the best CTAs to run based on application characteristics.
Rogers et al. [157] propose a cache conscious scheduling scheme that dynamically varies
the number of threads to reduce cache contention. Hong and Kim [83] develop an
analytical model, which takes as input available threads and memory loads to predict an
application’s execution time. Jia et al. [92] schedule cores to execute CTAs so that the
iterations which belong to the same CTA benefit from data locality. Work by Lee et al.
[119] achieves higher throughput under a constrained power budget by dynamically
changing the number of active cores and the frequency/voltage of the cores to minimize
contention in on-chip caches and interconnects and off-chip bus bandwidth.
Warp scheduling techniques have been proposed to reduce cache contention and
improve memory bandwidth. Narasiman et al. [142] use larger but fewer warps to
alleviate the performance penalty of branch divergence (e.g. a cache miss). Gebhart et al.
[68] propose two-dimensional warp scheduling to improve energy efficiency. Jog et al.
[93, 94] propose CTA-aware and prefetching-aware warp scheduling policies to reduce
contention in cache and memory for bandwidth-sensitive applications.

2.3 Modelling contention and computation
2.3.1 Critical section modeling
The overhead of locking and synchronization has significant impact on
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performance and the scalability of multicore systems [44]. A study by Eyerman and
Eeckhout [55] extended Amdahl’s law for parallel performance to address the problem of
synchronization through critical sections. The derived analytical model reveals that the
impact of critical sections on parallel performance can be modeled as a totally sequential
part and a totally parallel part. The sequential part of a critical section depends on the
contention in terms of the probability that multiple threads compete to enter the critical
section. Thus, the more time the threads spend on the critical sections, the less speedup
the application can achieve. Similarly, Hill and Marty [79] suggest using large cores to
execute the critical sections for maximizing performance benefits on heterogeneous
multicore systems.
To reduce the impact of critical sections on parallel performance, a well-known
approach is to minimize the size of critical sections through fine-grain synchronization;
however, this is at the cost of significant programming effort. A number of researchers
have investigated contention reduction techniques such as transactional memory [75, 77,
137], transactional lock removal [154], speculative lock elision [153], and speculative
synchronization [132]; each have compared proposed techniques to traditional lock-based
critical sections. These techniques allow threads to execute in an atomic way (e.g.,
threads engage critical sections without requesting the lock), and the threads get notified
whether these atomic transactions have committed successfully or not.
a) BSP model
Valiant [191] proposes the Bulk Synchronization Parallel (BSP) model. The BSP
model assumes that the pattern of parallel computation contains a computation and
synchronization during each superstep. The model requires several parameters to describe
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a distributed parallel cluster: p computation nodes, a router that transfers messages, and
synchronization. A parallel program executes on the BSP cluster that contains supersteps
and a periodicity, L. During each superstep, a computation node performs computation
and message passing on its local variables, and a global synchronization happens every L
unit time to check whether the superstep has been completed. An additional superstep
will be performed for the unfinished superstep. The BSP model analyzes, through an
algorithm, the bandwidth limitation that is attributable to the amount of messages that can
be transferred during each superstep. Thus, the BSP model output suggests that the key
for a parallel algorithm to achieve high efficiency is sufficient slackness to hide the
latency of message transfers. BSPlib [78] is a communication library for BSP
programming.
b) LogP model
LogP [45] describes a distributed memory parallel computational cluster
consisting of compute nodes connected to a network for point-to-point messaging
communication, where each node is composed of processor, cache, and memory
components. The LogP model analyzes, through a parallel algorithm, the required
compute nodes to transfer data for message passing, and thus the communication
overhead in terms of transmission latency because of limited bandwidth will become an
issue. The LogP model uses four parameters: (1) the latency of message passing (L); (2)
overhead of compute nodes involved in the message passing phase (o); (3) the minimum
time interval between successive messages (g); and (4) the number of computation nodes
(P). Several efficient parallel algorithms have been studied using the LogP model.
c) LogGP model
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The LogP model assumes that the message-passing phase involves only short
messages; in fact, an application may frequently use long messages for message passing
and may generate huge amounts of data for transmission. In addition, the LogP model
ignores the existence of hardware dedicated to handling the messages, which reduces the
overhead. LogGP [10] addresses these missing parts. In addition to the parameters used
in LogP, LogGP adds a constant G parameter to describe the time per byte for a long
message. Other LogGP assumptions include: (1) the processor cannot access the message
before its completion, and (2) the processor only sends or receives one message at a time.
Thus, features like message grouping and data layout selection are allowed in the LogGP
model. Several researchers [9, 139, 150, 181] use LogGP to evaluate the performance of
MPI programs.
d) Contention models based on LogP and LogGP
Based on the LogGP model, LoGPC [140] and LoGPG [141] models are
proposed as extensions for modeling contention in message passing. To address
contention, the LoGPC and LoGPG models introduce queuing theory to describe
pipelining in the DMA unit. The LogGPS model [88] deals with synchronization
overhead during sending/receiving of large messages through MPI communication
libraries, while the LogfP [81] model uses a parameter f in addition to LogGPS to present
the amount of consecutive small messages that can be hidden in the Infiniband network.
e) Other LogP extension models
Other LogP extension models include the memory logP model [22], the lognP
model [24, 26], and the LogP-HMM model [124]. The memory logP model predicts
point-to-point intra-node communication and can be used to isolate contributions of
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hardware, middleware, and software to data transfers. The lognP model further improves
the memory logP model to address the complete costs along with the full point-to-point
communication path. LogP-HMM combines LogP model with HMM model [7, 8] and
captures network communication costs and multilevel memory (e.g., cache, I/O) effects.

2.4 Distributed Database and Lock Conflict Models
Since we observed the slowdown phenomenon in database workloads and since
databases often must resolve contention issues, we extend our literature survey to
distributed databases. Performance models of distributed database systems generally
apply queuing theory [90, 101, 102] to capture data access patterns. In this section, we
discuss distributed database studies that may aid our ability to model contention and the
slowdown phenomenon.
a) General distributed database models
Early distributed database studies model a fully replicated database of m local
sites using a M/M/m queuing system [15, 40], and assume that transactions with a
Poisson arrival rate and served using a first-come-first-serve policy by m servers resulting
in an exponentially distributed service time. These studies use a shared read and
exclusive write concept: the m servers process the read transactions in parallel, but get
occupied by write transactions during their service time. Coffman, Jr. et al. [40] further
model an M/M/m system with preemptive interrupts that write transactions that have
preemptive priority over read transactions, and an M/M/1 system is used to represent the
period of arrival and service updates to trigger the interrupts. These early models,
however, ignore inter-site communication and assume that all sites share arrival
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transactions from a single queue.
b) Communication models
A body of distributed database studies use a M/M/∞ system to model the
communication network and assume an unlimited transmission capacity and that the
latency of the transmission is constant [60, 169, 190]. Under this assumption, an infinite
server is introduced as a constant delay for each message, without considering the size of
the message and the load of the network [90]. Infinite refers to an unlimited transmission
capacity, no message queuing, and no bottleneck on the network.
Some researchers do not consider the transmission delay as a constant; Shyu [168]
and Kuang [107] model the network as an M/M/∞ system, considering the transmission
latency as an exponential delay; Ren et al. [156] use an M/G/∞ system to represent
arbitrarily distributed network delay. These studies use response time as the metric to
evaluate distributed database efficiency and project replication always decreases the
throughput. Owing to the assumption of infinite service capacity, these models cannot
capture network congestion.
c) Data access models
Distributed database models usually assume uniform data access where each data
entry is being accessed with equal probability [19, 60, 169, 170, 173, 190]. Some
researchers use nonuniform data access because it more closely mirrors reality [11, 87,
152, 189]. These nonuniform data access models are either hot-spot models or locality
models. The hot-spot models assume a group of data is likely to be accessed more often
than others, while the locality models expect local data to be accessed more than remote
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data. For the hot-spot model, the b-c access is used by Tay et al. [183] to define that a
fraction c of the data entries in the database is accessed through a regular granule with a
probability of b. Among regular granules, each granule is accessed with equal probability,
and the same holds for nonregular granules. For the locality model, Raghuram et al. [152]
use b-l access to describe that a fraction of the b data request can be satisfied locally.
When an access request is sent to a local data entry, each local-data entry is accessed with
equal probability; this is also true for remote-data access.
d) Transaction processing models
Transaction processing models are classified into two major categories: (1)
models for replica-control protocols, and (2) models for concurrency-control protocols.
Replica-control protocols commonly use Read-One-Write-All (ROWA), comprising
primary copy with synchronous and asynchronous update, and optimistic and quorumbased algorithms [76]. Concurrency control protocols (e.g., two-phase locking, optimistic
methods) capture lock conflicts and blocking of transactions [29, 38, 39, 50, 60, 99, 169,
185]. Models for concurrency control typically use simplified modeling assumptions or
simulations to deal with replication and communication.
e) Lock conflict models
Locking protocols (e.g., two-phase locking with blocking or restarting when lock
conflict) are commonly used in concurrency control mechanisms for database systems.
Lock conflicts and their impact on performance have been investigated and migrated
from the context of centralized databases to distributed databases [38, 197]. These studies
assume dynamic locking such that locks are immediately available when they are needed,
while other researchers have analyzed the performance of static locking where the locks
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are required to be allocated at the beginning of the transactions [107, 168]. Dynamic
locking is more realistic, because static locking requires reserving all the possible locks;
the static approach is not suitable for fine granularity locking.
The probability of lock conflicts depends on: (1) the arrival rate of transactions, (2)
the data items accessed per transaction, (3) the data access pattern, and (4) the lock
holding time [38, 60]. The lock holding time is inversely proportional to the number of
data items on the distributed database and depends on the latency from blocked
transactions and also relies on the lock conflict probability. Most lock conflict models
consider updates and exclusive locks [38, 60, 152]. Kuang [107] and Born [21]
investigate shared and exclusive locks. Born considers only the overhead of releasing and
requesting locks under the assumption of the negligibility of the lock conflicts. Ciciani et
al. [38] differentiate between strong and weak locks. Strong locks are capable of
preempting the weak locks. A transaction is aborted when its weak lock is preempted by
another transaction with strong lock. For a two-phase commit, a transaction upgrades its
weak locks to strong locks at the beginning, and the transaction is aborted when any of its
strong lock requests are denied owing to conflict with another strong lock.

2.5 Journaling File System and Other Related Work
The fsync system call causes a synchronous write-through of dirty metadata in a
journaling file system. Its use has been the subject of some controversy [80]. Our interest
in fsync stems from its common use in default Linux ext3 and ext4 file systems and from
the unintended consequences to performance that we observed in the varMail workload.
Chidambaram et al [36] provide an excellent overview of work to build higher-
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performance file systems. Like other approaches [69, 104, 145, 148], they propose new
protocols that improve the efficiency of synchronization operations. Specifically,
Chidambaram et al’s approach improves file system performance and the ability of a file
system to recover from a crash. Others focus mainly on performance [145] and propose
the concept of external synchrony to batch multiple journal operations and avoid fully
synchronous writes to disk. This introduces some asynchronous properties while
preserving batch-wise synchrony. Park et al [148] introduce new protocols to improve
data integrity in file systems. We see our approaches as orthogonal to these. We share a
common interest in performance while our approach focuses on eliminating performance
loss without the need for incorporating new protocols. These protocols could offer a
competing approach to our optimization schemes, but the reliance on new protocols
would require first analysis for other unintended consequences and second
implementation of the proposed protocols. This is well beyond the scope of this paper
since the identified consequences are resident in the current default ext4 (and ext3) file
systems. Thus, we leave such studies to future work.
Shadow paging [41, 117, 166] is an alternative to journaling that has been
proposed to address performance deficiencies in file systems. The basic idea of shadow
paging is to use local copies of metadata to batch modifications followed by atomic
merge and commit operations of the resulting page copies. This effectively reduces the
delays due to synchronization by enabling multiple writes locally prior to a global
commit operation. Seltzer et al [163] advocated soft updates to journaling on the Unix
FFS file system. Shen et al [165] observed performance issues in journaling of journal for
SQLite on the ext4 file system. Also, Jeong et. al. [91] identify the performance variation
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of journaling based I/O stack under different configurations (file systems, database
journaling modes, and optimization techniques). Such papers recognize and explore the
tradeoffs between journaling performance and alternative file system implementations.
Like the new protocol approaches, work that focuses on improving journal performance
may offer competing solutions for our optimization schemes. Once again however, the
introduction of system complexities that do not exist in the current default file system
would require analysis for unintended consequences. Again, we leave the study of these
additional complexities to future work.

2.6 Literature Survey Observations and Conclusions
The literature survey attempts to address several key questions regarding the
slowdown phenomenon. Initially, we searched for and identified independent
confirmation of speedups at slower processor speeds. Our findings indicate this problem
is systemic and that the fundamental assumption that faster computation means the same
or better performance is flawed. The slowdown phenomenon manifested itself primarily
in power-scalable parallel systems for two reasons. First, power scalability allows direct
comparisons of a fixed code and system design with varying computational speeds.
Second, the magnitude of the delay tends to increase with increases in power-scalability
options and available parallelism in a system. In particular, while most systems and codes
suffered slowdowns, the slowdowns were most pronounced in codes with a heavy
number of I/O transactions.
The relationship between parallelism, power-scalability, and performance are not
fundamentally understood and despite the slowdown phenomenon, no other researchers
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explored it much further than noting it anecdotally as part of a broader focus on system
design or efficiency. In early work, we conducted a series of exhaustive experiments
using I/O benchmarks to isolate the slowdown phenomenon, measure its potential impact
and significance, and conduct a principal component analysis to ascertain what may be
causing the slowdowns.
These findings enabled us to hypothesize that contention could indeed play an
important role in this slowdown phenomenon. To this end, we explored the extent of
literature for models of contention. Much like the slowdown phenomenon we observed,
contention is pervasive in many contexts. We investigated contention in the prevailing
literature from thread scheduling to communication and database models. These works
can be leveraged to create new analytical models of contention that happens in the
journaling file system due to excessive fsync operations and to help us explain the
slowdown phenomenon.
In the next chapter, we introduce a systematic approach to isolating the root
causes of these observed consequences, and used detailed tracing inside the Linux kernel
to narrow the problem space to fsync operations which seem to correlate to the
performance loss observed in these studies. Chapter 4 confirms and models the
phenomenon where synchronous journal commits result in a significant fsync delay under
certain conditions. Lastly, Chapter 5 demonstrates that our optimizations for fsync limit
the serialization of the journal commit operations to address the fsync delay problem.
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Chapter 3
Measuring and Isolating the Slowdown
Phenomenon
To address the unintended consequences (e.g., slowdown phenomenon) and
determine the best system configuration or operating frequencies, we needed a deep
understanding of the root cause of these types of slowdowns on representative systems
and benchmarks. We began our work with exhaustive testing for significant slowdowns
across a large number of applications including the SPEC benchmarks4, the NAS Parallel
Benchmarks5, TPC-C6 and others suggested by the literature [54, 65-67, 125, 193]. While
we were able to confirm slowdowns in a number of cases, the slowdowns were isolated
and revealed no discernable pattern. Additionally, the benchmarks were sufficiently
complicated that identifying the root causes of the slowdowns without any indication of
where they resided was impracticable.

4

http://www.spec.org/

5

http://www.nas.nasa.gov/

6

http://www.tpc.org
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Though patterns and causes were not apparent, the slowdowns we found seemed
most pronounced in I/O-heavy workloads. This finding helped us identify significant
slowdowns in the varMail workload. We then used detailed tracing inside the varMail
workload and the Linux kernel to narrow the problem space to fsync operations, which
seem to correlate to the performance loss observed in these studies. However, the
complexity of the varMail workload precluded easy identification of an obvious cause for
the performance loss.
In this chapter, we introduce our microbenchmark-driven approach and
concentrate on simple benchmarks that exercise the fsync operation of the ext4 (and ext3)
file system. We focus first on the IOZone benchmark 7 and later on the Metarates
benchmark.8 With initial data indicating pronounced slowdowns in these benchmarks, we
begin an exhaustive study to identify patterns and narrow down causes to either
application, operating system, or hardware.

3.1. Introduction
The need to balance performance and power is essential to computer system
efficiency. Today’s server-class systems commonly support autonomous power scaling of
processors, memory, and disks. While processor power scaling self-governance (e.g.
Intel’s Turbo Boost) can improve both performance and efficiency, there is growing
evidence that at times boosting processor power (and speed) actually harms performance.
In this chapter, we identify clear cases where processor power scaling can reduce
performance by up to 68% on two I/O intensive benchmarks. We describe a methodology
7

http://www.iozone.org

8

http://www.cisl.ucar.edu/css/software/metarates/
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for isolating the performance effects of power scaling in server-class systems.
To the best of our knowledge, no work has attempted to isolate and model the root
causes of the slowdowns. Nonetheless, other researchers in several different contexts [35,
48, 54, 65-67, 70, 105, 106, 115, 125, 129, 136, 147, 159, 161, 174, 177, 184, 193, 195]
have independently confirmed these types of slowdowns.
In some cases [48, 54, 65-67, 70, 105, 106, 125, 129, 136, 147, 159, 161, 174, 177,
193], the slowdowns were not significant enough to warrant further study. In other cases,
the slowdowns were significant, but the authors proffer unconfirmed theories as to the
root cause.
Additionally, as we have experimentally confirmed, isolating slowdowns is
nontrivial. For example, before our work, there were no discernible patterns indicating
slowdowns, and the slowdowns could have been occurring at the application layer, in the
operating system, or in the hardware itself. Thus, just isolating slowdowns is a
cumbersome process that begins with exhaustive measurements across a very large
experimental design space.
Contributions. Despite the challenges, we have isolated the root cause of
significant slowdowns in two I/O benchmarks running on three different systems with
power-scalable processors.9 We find that slowdowns manifest when threads compete for
shared resources in power-scalable systems where thread throughput varies. The parallel
threads of the I/O benchmarks we studied use a journal commit operation (global locked
resource) to ensure the consistency of file metadata by batching accesses. These Atomic
9

We focus on power-scalable processors since the systems are readily available, the results are directly measureable,
and the isolation to a single component simplifies the problem somewhat. The benchmarks were selected due to their
common use in I/O performance comparisons between systems and their regularity.
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Batch Transactions (ABTs) use global locks that queue requests for a resource, lock the
resource, service the queued requests, and release the lock. ABTs are used extensively in
programs, operating systems, and databases. The use of an ABT for the journal commit is
common across most Linux distributions. With the use of code and kernel
instrumentation, exhaustive experiments, and deep insight into the inner workings of the
Linux I/O subsystem, we overcome the aforementioned challenges of variance,
complexity, and nondeterminism.

3.2. Exhaustive Measurement
To demonstrate the pervasiveness and magnitude of the slowdown phenomenon
and to bolster our early bandwidth contention hypothesis, we conducted a series of
exhaustive measurements of benchmarks with various levels of parallelism and processor
speeds. While we could have used any of the benchmarks where the slowdown
phenomenon has been observed, we explored a number of benchmarks and selected the
IOZone and Metarates benchmarks for their simplicity and their similarity to the varMail
workload that we have recently identified.
As the systems themselves are fairly complex, simpler algorithms and
applications that exhibit the slowdown phenomenon are less likely to introduce noise in
the measurements and therefore easier to determine the root causes. This decision is
particularly appreciated when we observe that for some combinations of application
threads and systems, the noise in the data – which influences the statistical significance
and the number of experiments – at times exceeds the execution time for certain runs. For
the data shown herein, the number of total repeat experiments for a given data point was
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selected to achieve a 95% statistical confidence [188].

3.2.1 Experimental Setup
IOZone is a file system benchmark that generates and measures a variety of file
operations. In our tests, we measure the maximum achievable throughput for read-write
operations on an exhaustive combination of threads (up to 256), file sizes (up to 16 MB),
and record sizes (up to 16 MB). Metarates is a program for measuring the rate at which
metadata transactions can be performed on a file system. The Metarates benchmark
measures aggregate transaction rates when multiple processes read or write metadata
concurrently and uses MPI to coordinate the multiple processes. In our tests, we measure
the maximum achievable throughput for read-write operations on an exhaustive
combination of threads (up to 64) and files (up to 256).
We select systems based on diversity, local availability, and the presence of
power-scalable processors. The first system we refer to as SandyBridge (HDD). This is a
Dell T1100 using a Xeon E3-1270 3.4 GHz (SandyBridge) quad-core with 8 GB of
DDR3 RAM and a 250 GB 7200 rpm hard drive. The second system we refer to as
Nehalem (HDD). This is a Dell T3500 using a W3550 3.00 GHz (Nehalem) quad-core
with 6 GB of DDR3 RAM and a 250 GB 7200 rpm hard drive. The third system we refer
to as Nehalem (Raid10). This is a Dell T7500n using two Xeon E5620 2.40 GHz
(Nehalem) quad-core processors with 12 GB DDR3 RAM and four 146 GB 15K rpm
hard drives with a RAID10 configuration. We disable the turbo boost and hyperthreading features. In order to ensure that the slowdown phenomenon still happens on the
most up-to-date operating system and kernel, all three systems run the latest CentOS
Linux distribution (6.2) with the latest kernel version (3.4.2) available to us. For the
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exhaustive benchmark tests, we run all of the combinations of benchmark parameters
mentioned across all the available P-states for each processor.

Figure 3.1 Select slowdowns for the Metarates benchmark on the SandyBridge (HDD)
system. The potential for performance drop is significant when increasing the CPU
frequency.
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Figure 3.2 Select slowdowns for the Metarates benchmark on the Nehalem (HDD)
system. The potential for performance drop is significant when increasing the CPU
frequency.
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Figure 3.3 Select slowdowns for the Metarates benchmark on the Nehalem (Raid10)
system. The potential for performance drop is significant when increasing the CPU
frequency.

3.2.2 Metarates Benchmark
Figures 3.1 – 3.3 show the experimental results from the Metarates file creation
rate tests under various CPU frequencies across three platforms: SandyBridge (HDD),
Nehalem (HDD), and Nehalem (Raid10). For each data point, two charts are used to
illustrate raw (the upper bar chart) and normalized (the lower line chart) results. The
upper bar chart describes the raw results for file creation rate with error bars showing the
standard deviation (the x-axis denotes CPU frequency; the y-axis denotes file creation
rate in files per second). The lower line chart in each pair presents speedup results
normalized to the lowest frequency (y-axis) for each CPU frequency (x-axis) – the gray
area surrounding the line plot shows the normalized standard deviations for this data.
From the experimental results, we observe that an increase in frequency does not
guarantee an increase in performance and that it can indeed slow down the performance.
This is at odds with the intuitive view of what should happen. When increasing the CPU
frequency, we notice that the performance tends to follow three patterns: In the first
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pattern, the performance increases initially for several frequencies, then drops down for
another few frequencies, and stays constant until it reaches the highest frequency (e.g.,
Figure 3.1(b)(c)(d), Figure 3.2(c)(e), and Figure 3.3(a)(b)). In the second pattern, the
performance drops when it reaches the highest CPU frequency (e.g., Figure 3.1(a), Figure
3.2(a)(b)(d), and Figure 3.3(a)(b)). Finally, in the third pattern, the performance is always
below the lowest available frequency on the system (e.g., Figure 3.2(f)).
On the SandyBridge (HDD) system, Figure 3.1(a) shows 1.09–1.14x speedups for
the CPU running at the 2.2–3.0 GHz range, Figure 3.1(b) shows 1.12–1.18x speedups for
the CPU running at the 1.8–2.2 GHz range, Figure 3.1(c) shows 1.12–1.19x speedups for
the CPU running at the 1.8–2.0 GHz range, and Figure 3.1(d) shows 1.10–1.12x speedups
for the CPU running at the 1.8–2.0 GHz range. On the Nehalem (HDD) system, Figure
3.2(a) shows 1.05–1.31x speedups for the CPU running at the 1.7–2.9 GHz range, Figure
3.2(b) shows 1.05–1.15x speedups for the CPU running at the 1.7–2.7 GHz range, Figure
3.2(c) shows 1.05–1.19x speedups for the CPU running at the 1.7–2.1 GHz range, and
Figure 3.2(e) shows 1.03–1.12x speedups for the CPU running at the 1.7–2.1 GHz range.
Finally, On the Nehalem (Raid10) system, Figure 3.3(a) shows 1.04–1.08x speedups for
the CPU running at the 1.7–2.0 GHz range.
When directly changing the CPU frequency from the lowest available to the
highest available frequency on the systems, we observe that the performance can slightly
improve, slightly decrease, or significantly decrease. For the “slightly improve” case, the
performance improves up to 3% (e.g., Figure 3.1(a)(b)(c)(d), Figure 3.2(b)(c)). For the
“slightly decrease” case, the performance drops down to 3% (e.g., Figure 3.2(a)(e)(f)).
For the “significantly decrease” case, the performance reduces down to a 13% slowdown.
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For example, on the Nehalem (HDD) system with the CPU running from 1.6 to 3.1 GHz,
Figure 3.2(d) shows a 13% slowdown. On the Nehalem (Raid10) system with the CPU
running from 1.6 to 2.4 GHz, Figure 3.3(a) shows a 9% slowdown, and Figure 3.3(b)
shows a 10% slowdown.
Figure 3.2(f) shows that the highest performance is at the lowest available CPU
frequency, and Figure 3.2(d) shows that the second highest performance is at the lowest
available CPU frequency. In addition, Figure 3.2(a) and Figure 3.3(a) illustrate that the
lowest performance is at the highest CPU frequency, and Figure 3.1(b) and Figure 3.3(b)
illustrate that the second lowest performance is at the highest CPU frequency.
As processor CPU frequency control grows enabling the CPU to autonomously
set any frequency that meets thermal demands (e.g. Turboboost), potential performance
loss ranges from the highest performing frequency to the lowest performing frequency.
On the SandyBridge (HDD) system, we find 11% or worse slowdowns among the
experimental results shown in Figure 3.1(a)(b)(c), and the biggest performance drop is in
Figure 3.1(c) with a 19% slowdown when the CPU is changed from 2.0 GHz to 2.4 GHz.
On the Nehalem (HDD) system, we observe 16% or worse slowdowns among the
experimental results shown in Figure 3.2(a)–(f), and the biggest performance drop is in
Figure 3.2(a) with a 25% slowdown when the CPU is changed from 2.8 GHz to 3.1 GHz.
On the Nehalem (Raid10) system, we observe 16% or worse slowdowns among the
experimental results shown in Figure 3.3(a)(b), and the biggest performance drop is in
Figure 3.3(b) with a 18% slowdown when the CPU is changed from 1.7 GHz to 2.0 GHz.
Several conclusions can be drawn from this data collectively for these systems
and the Metarates benchmark. It is clear the slowdown phenomenon occurs on three
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different systems representative of modern HPC class servers. The fundamental
assumption that increasing processor speeds does no harm is flawed. Performance is not
guaranteed to scale with CPU speeds. Also, the performance impact can be significant –
as much as 13% slowdown running at the highest frequency versus the lowest frequency
in some cases. More generally, the range between best and worst performing CPU states
for the systems studied can be as much as 25%!
Additionally, while the mapping of frequencies to performance is non-linear, the
amount of slowdown observed at discrete frequencies often (but not always) follows
monotonically increasing or decreasing trends. This observation has several
consequences. First, identifying the optimal operating point involves finding the
maximum point (either locally or globally in most cases) on the slowdown curve depicted
in the lower line chart portion of all the data in Figures 3.1 – 3.3. Second, the suggested
patterns indicate the data is not completely random and could be caused by regular,
measureable system behavior. For example, there could be a threshold event that causes
performance to drop off at certain higher frequencies. Lastly, the combination of a
quantifiable cause and some regularity in the observations provides some hope that the
phenomenon can be modelled and ultimately optimized.
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Figure 3.4 Select slowdowns for the IOZone benchmark on the SandyBridge (HDD)
system. The potential for performance drop is significant when increasing the CPU
frequency.

3.2.3 IOZone Benchmark
Figures 3.4 – 3.6 show the experimental results from IOZone initial write
throughput tests under various CPU frequencies across three platforms: SandyBridge
(HDD), Nehalem (HDD), and Nehalem (Raid10). For each data point, two charts are
used to illustrate raw (the upper bar chart) and normalized (the lower line chart) results.
The upper bar chart describes the raw results for the IOZone initial write throughput tests
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Figure 3.5 Select slowdowns for the IOZone benchmark on the Nehalem (HDD)
system. The potential for performance drop is significant when increasing the CPU
frequency.

Figure 3.6 Select slowdowns for the IOZone benchmark on the Nehalem (Raid10)
system. The potential for performance drop is significant for variable CPU
frequencies.
with error bars showing the standard deviation (the x-axis denotes CPU frequency; the yaxis denotes the throughput in KB per second). The lower line chart in each pair presents
speedup results normalized to the lowest frequency (y-axis) for each CPU frequency (xaxis) – the gray area surrounding the line plot shows the normalized standard deviations
for this data.
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From the experimental results, we observe that an increase in frequency does not
guarantee an increase in performance and that it can indeed slow down the performance.
This is at odds with the intuitive view of what should happen. When increasing the CPU
frequency, we notice that the performance tends to follow three patterns: In the first
pattern, the performance increases initially for several frequencies, then drops down for
another few frequencies, and stays constant until it reaches the highest frequency (e.g.,
Figure 3.4(c) and Figure 3.6(b)). In the second pattern, the performance first drops down
for several frequencies, then goes up another few frequencies, and repeats this pattern
(e.g., Figure 3.4(d), Figure 3.5(b), and Figure 3.6(a)). In the third pattern, the
performance is always below the lowest available frequency on the system (e.g., Figure
3.4(a)(b) and Figure 3.5(a)).
On the SandyBridge (HDD) system, Figure 3.4(c) shows 1.10–1.33x speedups for
the CPU running at the 1.8–2.6 GHz range, and Figure 3.4(d) shows 1.10–1.15x speedups
for the CPU running at the 2.0–2.4 GHz range. On the Nehalem (HDD) system, Figure
3.5(b) shows 1.02–1.17x speedups for the CPU running at the 2.4–2.8 GHz range. On the
Nehalem (Raid10) system, Figure 3.6(a) shows 1.14–1.23x speedups for the CPU
running at the 1.9–2.0 GHz range and 2.3–2.4 GHz range, and Figure 3.6(b) shows 1.13–
1.45x speedups for the CPU running at the 2.1–2.4 GHz range.
When directly changing the CPU frequency from the lowest available to the
highest available frequency on the systems, we observe the performance either improves
or drops. For the “performance improves” case, Figure 3.6(a) shows a 1.14x speedup, and
Figure 3.6(b) shows a 1.45x speedup; however, the significant performance variance
indicated by the standard deviation would imply the user could experience instances
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where the observe performance drops at the higher frequency. This highlights the
difficult nature of isolating the problem – with such high variance, a user can re-run their
code and the performance anomaly disappears and gets attributed to random system noise.
For the “performance drop” case, a significant performance degradation occurs. For
example, on the SandyBridge (HDD) system, with the CPU running from 1.6 to 3.3 GHz,
Figure 3.4(a) shows a 68% slowdown, Figure 3.4(c) shows a 39% slowdown, and Figure
3.4(d) shows a 31% slowdown. In the Nehalem (HDD) system, with the CPU running
from 1.6 to 3.1GHz, Figure 3.5(a) shows a 45% slowdown, and Figure 3.5(b) shows a 24%
slowdown.
Figure 3.4(a)(b) and Figure 3.5(a) shows that the highest performance is at the
lowest available CPU frequency. Figure 3.6(b) shows a relatively low performance at the
lowest available CPU frequency. Figure 3.4(a)(c) shows the lowest performance and
Figure 3.4(b)(d) shows the second lowest performance at their highest CPU frequencies.
As processor CPU frequency control grows enabling the CPU to autonomously
set any frequency that meets thermal demands (e.g. Turboboost), potential performance
loss ranges from the highest performing frequency to the lowest performing frequency.
On the SandyBridge (HDD) system, we notice 44% or worse slowdowns among the
experimental results shown in Figure 3.4(a)(b)(c), and the biggest performance drop is in
Figure 3.4(a) with a 68% slowdown when the CPU is running from 1.6 GHz to 3.3 GHz.
On the Nehalem (HDD) system, we observe 48% or worse slowdowns among the
experimental results shown in Figure 3.5(a)(b), and the biggest performance drop is in
Figure 3.5(a) with a 67% slowdown when the CPU is running from 1.6 GHz to 2.0 GHz.
On the Nehalem (Raid10) system, we notice 14% or worse slowdowns among the
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experimental results in Figure 3.6(a)(b), and the biggest performance drop is in Figure
3.6(a) with a 29% slowdown when the CPU is running from 1.9 GHz to 2.1 GHz.

3.2.4 Measurement Observations
Our IOZone experiments confirm our general conclusions from the Metarates
experiments. Once again, it is clear the slowdown phenomenon occurs on three different
systems representative of modern HPC class servers. The fundamental assumption that
increasing processor speeds does no harm is flawed. Performance is not guaranteed to
scale with CPU speeds. Also, the performance impact for IOZone was even more
dramatic – as much as 68% slowdown running at the highest frequency versus the lowest
frequency in some cases though 30-40% is more common. More generally, the range
between best and worst performing CPU states for the systems studied can be as much as
68%! Interestingly, for the Nehalem (Raid10) system, the highest processor speed did
give the best performance. However, the intermediate power states showed that higher
processor speed is not always better and can result in as much as 17% performance loss.
This is in contrast to the Nehalem (Raid10) results for Metarates where we observed
about 10% performance loss at the highest frequency versus the lowest. These results
again emphasize the need to isolate the cause of the phenomenon in the hopes of tracking
and eliminating slowdowns.
The additional observations for the Metarates benchmark apply to the IOZone
data as well. The mapping of frequencies to performance is non-linear, the amount of
slowdown observed at discrete frequencies often (but not always) follows monotonically
increasing or decreasing trends. The same consequences apply as well. First, identifying
the optimal operating point involves finding the maximum point (either locally or
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globally in most cases) on the slowdown curve depicted in the lower line chart portion of
all the data in Figures 3.4 – 3.6. Second, the suggested patterns indicate the data is not
completely random and could be caused by regular, measureable system behavior. For
example, there could be a threshold event that causes performance to drop off at certain
higher frequencies (for the SandyBridge (HDD) and Nehalem (HDD) systems in this
case). Lastly, the combination of a quantifiable cause and some regularity in the
observations provides some hope that the phenomenon can be modelled and ultimately
optimized.

Figure 3.7 The Linux kernel IO subsystem.

3.3. Isolating the Slowdown Phenomenon
Figure 3.7 provides an illustration of the potential locations where slowdowns can
occur. Applications operate in user space which could contribute to slowdowns. The
operating system provides a platform for program execution that consists of numerous
software components (file system, devices drivers, etc.) where the slowdowns could
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Kernel Component
VFS

Function
sys_open ()
(source: fs/open.c)
sys_close ()
(source: fs/close.c)

EXT4
JBD2

sys_write ()
(source: fs/read_write.c)
ext4_fsync_file ()
(source: fs/ext4/fsync.c)
jbd2_journal_commit_transcation ()
(source: fs/jbd2/commit.c)

Table 3.1 Linux kernel components instrumented along critical path of IOZone and
Metarates benchmarks.
manifest. The hardware (CPUs, memory, disks) could also be the root cause of
slowdowns since the power scaling itself is a hardware function that dynamically changes
the hardware throughput.
Once we identified the applications for study (IOZone and Metarates), we created
a platform where every nuance of performance could be captured. Table 3.1 lists the
instrumented functions of the Linux kernel. When complete, all three platforms studied
ran a fully instrumented software stack. We controlled the granularity of measurements
and tested to ensure none of the reported results were perturbed with overhead.
Initially we used our timing data, hardware counter data, and principal component
analysis [53] to identify any correlations between slowdowns and hardware configuration
data (cache hits, IPC, etc.). We found none. While this did not rule hardware out
completely, it indicated any hardware trigger of slowdowns would be much more
difficult to isolate and could require simulation.
We next focused our attention on software. We instrumented all the functions in
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the Linux kernel on the critical path of IOZone and Metarates (see Table 3.1). By
comparing instrumented runs without slowdown to those with slowdown (where the
workload is identical), we were able to narrow the cause down to the write and fsync I/O
system calls in the Linux kernel. These functions are used by both benchmarks.
Since the benchmarks consist of parallel threads making system calls in a nondeterministic sequence, it was not initially clear whether the delays occurred during userspace operations or during kernel-space operations. To isolate the cause further, we
analyzed and instrumented the GNU C Library (glibc) wrapper interface to separate
timings by user- and kernel-space. The resulting traces showed kernel time dominated
user time in cases of slowdown.
Next, we manually analyzed the source code and instrumentation for the virtual
file system (VFS) and subsequently the fourth extended file system (EXT4). This led us
to the Journaling Block Device (JDB2) which provides a file system independent
interface for journaling. Journaling makes file systems more reliable by tracking all
changes before they are committed to storage.
The platform independent JDB2 harbors an Atomic Batch Transaction (ABT)
called the Journal Commit (JC) triggered on a user-driven fsync system call10. The JC
locks the file system metadata allowing no further modifications until all existing
modifications are fully committed to the on-disk journal. Though the JC batches accesses,
multiple batches occur in sequence.
From these observations, we instrumented the kernel further and found a direct
10

Linux experts may attest that there are other scenarios (e.g. cron jobs) where fsyncs may occur periodically. Since
fsyncs in our benchmarks occur with very high frequency and periodic system fsyncs typically occur at intervals such
as 5 or 10 seconds, we ignore this complication.
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correlation between slowdowns and the number of journal commit operations. Simply put,
the observed slowdowns were a result of additional serialized journal commits that
occurred when processor frequency was increased.
Upon further analysis, we found that the excessive journal commits occurred with
high regularity but at times the additional delays were masked by other performance
phenomenon such as high variability in the I/O subsystem. This meant that the delays
were always there for certain applications and workloads, but that the high system
variance masked the behavior making slowdowns appear at times and not appear at other
times depending on the severity of the delay. The larger the slowdown, the less likely it
could be masked. This helps explain the need for exhaustive experimentation to isolate
the phenomenon and why other researchers may have failed to notice the potential
significance of the slowdowns.
We must stress that we are not identifying any system or application bugs. What
we identified are certain combinations of applications and systems that cause resource
contention that drastically affects performance. This is a fundamental issue with system
design. The system itself has a fixed amount of resources while demands for these
resources ebb and flow. Processor scaling technologies (often for power-performance
efficiency management) ignore these effects and operate autonomously – in many cases
to good effect. However, during times of resource contention, the speedup gained from
accelerating throughput is often nullified by the creation of additional contention on
resources. It is this contention that wreaks havoc on performance and results in the data
found in Figures 3.1 – 3.6.
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3.4. PERFORMANCE VS. ABTs
Our isolation methodology cast blame for slowdown on atomic batch transactions.
We observed one example of ABTs (journal commits) cause slowdowns directly and
indirectly in Metarates and IOZone respectively. But, ABT’s enable journaling which
makes file systems more reliable since changes are tracked before they are atomically
committed to storage.
This section serves two purposes. First, we apply our modelling conclusions (i.e.
dropping ABTs should be good for power-scalable performance) to a real system to

Figure 3.8 Select results of dropping ABTs for the Metarates benchmark on the Nehalem
(HDD) system. Findings are comparable on the other systems.
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remove the performance penalty when combining power scaling with the Metarates and
IOZone benchmarks. Second, we quantify the impact of the additional reliability of ABTs
on the performance of Metarates and IOZone.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 provide data for our repeat experiments for the observed
slowdowns (labelled “ext4”) and two other configurations. The “NOJC” configuration
consists of a modified fsync system call in the Linux kernel that flushes out the metadata
directly to the disk location and altogether avoids use of the kernel journal commit
mechanism. As an alternative, the “NOFSYNC” configuration avoids using the fsync
calls entirely which results in no journal commit operations.

3.4.1 Metarates Performance and ABTs
Figure 3.8 repeats the experimental results for Metarates with the ext4
configuration with the addition of the NOJC and NOFSYNC results. Figure 3.8a contains
4 graphs. The second graph from the top depicts slowdowns (speedup < 1) in the default
ext4 configuration. The third (NOJC) and fourth (NOFSYNC) graphs from the top depict
speedups as the processor frequency increases from left to right. Strikingly, the NOJC
and NOFSYNC graphs show speedups correlating with increase processor speed (i.e. no
slowdowns). A similar phenomenon is evident in Figures 3.8b and 3.8c for other
combinations of MPI processes and files.
The topmost graph in each of Figures 3.8a, 3.8b, and 3.8c overlays the Metarates
raw performance data for each of the three tests (ext4, NOJC, and NOFSYNC). The
throughput is artificially high for both the NOJC and NOFSYNC cases since the
elimination of the journal commit penalty altogether significantly boosts performance. In
both NOJC and NOFSYNC cases, the performance rises steadily correlated to increases
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in processor frequency. This confirms the findings in our modelling and analysis: namely,
that excessive journal commits lead to poor performance at some frequencies for
Metarates.

Figure 3.9 Select results of dropping ABTs for the IOZone benchmark on the
SandyBridge (HDD) system. Findings are comparable on the other systems.

3.4.2 IOZone Performance and ABTs
Figure 3.9 repeats the experimental results for IOZone with the ext4 configuration
with the addition of the NOJC and NOFSYNC results. Figure 3.9a contains 4 graphs. The
second graph from the top depicts slowdowns (speedup < 1) in the default ext4
configuration. The third (NOJC) and fourth (NOFSYNC) graphs from the top depict
speedups as the processor frequency increases from left to right. Once again, the NOJC
and NOFSYNC graphs show speedups correlating with increases in processor speed (i.e.
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no slowdowns). A similar phenomenon is evident in Figures 3.9b and 3.9c for other
combinations of threads, file sizes, and records.
The topmost graph in each of Figures 3.9a, 3.9b, and 3.9c overlays the IOZone
raw performance data for each of the three tests (ext4, NOJC, and NOFSYNC). In both
NOJC and NOFSYNC cases, the performance rises steadily correlated to increases in
processor frequency. This confirms the findings in our modelling and analysis: namely,
that excessive journal commits lead to poor performance at some frequencies for IOZone.

3.5. Chapter Summary
Overall, we show that our microbenchmark-driven approach isolates the root
cause of slowdowns for two I/O benchmarks: Metarates and IOZone. We find that
slowdowns manifest when threads compete for shared resources (i.e., the kernel journal
commits). We have also conclusively shown that in some circumstances, higher power
and processing speeds can cause harm. Though some have noted this previously, none
have isolated the root cause of the significant slowdowns that we have observed. Our
results indicate that system complexity is introducing unexpected, counterintuitive
performance issues that are increasingly difficult to isolate because of high system
variance.
In future work, we would like to isolate other root causes of slowdowns. Though
we were able to improve performance up to 68%, removing the journal commit to
improve performance is not ideal since it hurts reliability. We would like to create
techniques that enable ABTs without conflict with power-scalable features.
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Chapter 4
Modeling the Slowdown Phenomenon
Power states in power-scalable systems are managed to maximize performance
and reduce energy waste. Power-scalable processor capabilities (e.g., Intel Turbo Boost)
embrace a “faster is better” approach to power management. While these technologies
can vastly improve performance and energy efficiency, there is a growing body of
evidence that “faster is not always better.” For example, in some I/O intensive
benchmarks, Chapter 3 observed up to 47% performance loss when running codes at
faster (higher power) frequencies compared with slower (lower power) frequencies. Our
finding of the correlation of slowdowns to atomic batch transactions (i.e., journal
commits) in the Linux operating system for the IOZone and Metarates benchmarks was a
critical step toward understanding slowdowns.
In this chapter, we propose a new model to fully explain the root causes of I/O
performance loss in the Linux kernel due to power scaling for two I/O intensive
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benchmarks. Using the model, we are able to identify global system locks that cause
slowdowns at a higher processor power (and speed) in the Linux kernel and eliminate the
potential performance loss (up to 47%) from power scaling for the benchmarks studied.
We provide a detailed case study of the effects of power scaling on one type of Linux
kernel–based lock (i.e., atomic batch transactions).

4.1. Introduction
Energy efficiency is now a driving force in system design. One consequence is a
notable increase in autonomic power management. For example, nearly all Intel and
AMD processors now feature dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) “governors”
that promise to boost thread and ultimately application performance.
These governors generally boost processor power and speed in response to
utilization and operate on the principle that higher power and frequency typically result in
improved performance. While memory or I/O issues may stifle performance gains, the

Figure 4.1. IOZone slowdown, on a Dell T1100 using a Xeon E3-1270 3300 MHz
(SandyBridge) quad-core with 8GB of DDR3 RAM and a 250 GB 7200 rpm hard
drive. The system runs the CentOS 6.4 Linux distribution (kernel version 3.4.2).
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assumption is that higher power and frequency do no harm aside from perhaps at times
wasting energy.
Figure 4.1 contradicts the conventional wisdom that higher power and frequency
do no harm to performance. The figure shows IOZone benchmark performance for the
same system running at two different (fixed) processor frequencies (1.6 and 3.3 GHz).
Normalizing to the best available performance for this IOZone run (1.6 GHz), the
IOZone benchmark, which is typically used to compare vendor I/O performance across
systems, runs 47% slower at the highest available frequency (3.3 GHz)11.
Chapter 3 described our empirical approach to isolate the root cause of the
slowdowns for IOZone and Metarates benchmarks and concluded that the performance
loss was due to excessive fsync operations that compete for the kernel journal commits
(i.e., shared resources). However, while empirical measurements indicated where time
was spent during slowdowns, they did not fully explain why the slowdowns (or additional
journal commits) occurred. Therefore, a new model was needed for deeper understanding
and further analysis of such I/O performance loss.
Unfortunately, modeling the cause of such slowdowns is nontrivial. First, I/O
system measurements are noisy, which makes simply identifying slowdowns problematic.
Second, thread arrival times and their use of resources in parallel I/O codes are inherently
nondeterministic. Third, highly parallel codes with high variance, complicated critical
paths, and inherent nondeterminism are exactly the codes that exhibit slowdown behavior.
Furthermore, experimental variance, the complexity of critical paths, and nondeterminism
11

Astute readers will undoubtedly want more details for these experiments. Though this is shown as a singular result,
this is the average result of over 50 runs. We discuss variance and other related details in our experimental results
section.
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are steadily increasing in emergent systems, exacerbating the challenge of isolating
slowdowns and their root causes.
Contributions. Our main contribution in this chapter is the proposed analytical
model of resource contention among I/O threads to describe the root cause of the
observed I/O slowdowns. With the use of code and kernel instrumentation, exhaustive
experiments, and deep insight into the inner workings of the Linux I/O subsystem, we
overcome the aforementioned challenges of variance, complexity, and nondeterminism.
We derive an analytical model to explain the behavior of two parallel I/O benchmarks
that exhibit significant slowdown when processors speed up. We introduce an adaptive
runtime system to avoid slowdowns during processor speedups and verify our approach
experimentally.
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Kernel
Component
VFS

Function

Instrumentation

Measurement

sys_open ()
(source: fs/open.c)
sys_close ()
(source: fs/close.c)
sys_write ()
(source: fs/read_write.c)

open begins and ends:
𝑡!! !𝑞!"#$ !  and 𝑡!! !𝑟!"#$ !
close begins and ends:
𝑡!! (𝑞!"#$% ) and 𝑡!! (𝑟!"#$% )
write begins and ends:
𝑡!! (𝑞!"#$% ) and 𝑡!! (𝑟!"!"# )

EXT4

ext4_fsync_file ()
(source: fs/ext4/fsync.c)

fsync begins and ends:
𝑡!! !𝑞!"#$% ! and 𝑡!! !𝑟!"#$% !
writeback begins and ends:
𝑡!! (𝑞!" ) and 𝑡!! (𝑟!" )

JBD2

jbd2_journal_commit_transcation ()
(source: fs/jbd2/commit.c)

journal commit begins and ends:
𝑡!! !𝑞!" ! and 𝑡!! !𝑟!" !

T!"#$(𝐾! )
= 𝑡!! !𝑟!"#$ ! − 𝑡!! !𝑞!"#$ !
T!"#$%(𝐾! )
= 𝑡!! (𝑟!"#$% )
− 𝑡!! (𝑞!"#$% )
T!"#$% (𝐾! )
= 𝑡!! (𝑟!"#$% )
− 𝑡!! (𝑞!"#$% )
T!"#$% (𝐾! )
= 𝑡!! !𝑟!"#$% !
− 𝑡!! !𝑞!"#$% !
T!" (𝐾! )
= 𝑡!! (𝑟!" ) − 𝑡!! (𝑞!" )
T!"!𝐿! !
= 𝑡!! !𝑟!" ! − 𝑡!! !𝑞!" !

Table 4.1 Modeling parameters obtained from Linux kernel components instrumented along
critical path of IOZone and Metarates benchmarks. Modelling nomenclature shown for
correlation with modelling parameters defined in Table 4.2.

4.2. MODELING ATOMIC BATCH TRANSACTIONS (ABTs)
We now present an analytical model of atomic batch transaction performance.
The model uses the parameters measured from the aforementioned Linux kernel
instrumentation (see Table 4.1). These parameters are further defined in Tables 4.2 and
4.3.
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The resulting analytical model shows that slowdowns occur at higher frequencies
when the early arrival of a single thread (among many) causes the atomic batch

Notations
𝐊
𝐾!
S
N
𝑞!"
𝑟!"
𝑡!! !𝑞!" !
𝑡!! !𝑟!" !
T!" (𝐾! )
𝐋
O
𝐿!
𝑡!! !𝑞!" !

Definition
Set of threads, 𝐊 = {𝐾! + 𝐾! + ⋯ + 𝐾! }
The i-th thread in 𝐊
Size of the workload
Total number of threads, |𝐊| = 𝐍
The event when op begins
The event when op finishes
The timestamp when the i-th thread begins its op
The timestamp when the i-th thread finishes its op
Time elapsed for the i-th thread to complete its op
Set of journal processes,  𝐋   = {𝐿! + 𝐿! + ⋯ + 𝐿! }
Total number of journal processes, |𝐿| = 𝑂
The p-th journal process in 𝐋
The timestamp when the p-th journal process begins its op

𝑡!! !𝑟!" ! The timestamp when the p-th journal process finishes its op
T!" !𝐿! !	
   Time elapsed for the p-th journal process to complete its op
Table 4.2 Thread/journal-dependent notations.

op
Definition
User-space ops
open
Open a file via the POSIX system call open()
write
Write data to a file via the POSIX system call write()
close
Close a file via the POSIX system call close()
fsync
Synchronize data and metadata from memory to
storage device via the POSIX system call fsync()
Kernel-space ops
DFLUSH Flush in-memory data to storage device
JCFLUSH Flush in-memory metadata to storage device via
journal
JC
Journal commit
Table 4.3 Operation(op)-dependent notations.
transaction (i.e. journal commit) to lock with less batched threads than in the lower
frequency case. In the lower frequency case, the difference between the lead thread and
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other threads is much smaller – so, when the atomic batch transaction (i.e. journal
commit) locks, more threads are batched and overall less atomic batches occur. When we
apply the analytical model to the specific I/O benchmarks where journal commits are
extremely expensive, the number of journal commits identified in the model further
explains the slowdowns.

4.3. Analytical Model of ABT Performance
4.3.1 User-space I/O Threads
We use the notations in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 throughout the following subsections.
Suppose a parallel I/O workload launches N threads, where each thread starts at the same
time and simultaneously makes POSIX I/O system calls to its own file. Let K represent a
set of I/O threads. The total number of threads is K = N. Each element in K represents
one individual thread, from K! , K ! , ⋯ , to  K ! . K ! indicates the i-th thread in K, using i as
an index to select a thread from K.
Each thread receives a task with size S and requires a series of operations (ops) to
complete. The ops that a thread can execute are the open, write, close, and fsync POSIX
I/O calls. Each thread requires more than one op for its task. Each op is a blocking system
call, so each thread needs to complete its current op before the thread can progress to its
next op.
For each op, q!" is used to indicate the event where the op begins, and r!" is used
to refer to the event where the op ends. When K ! (the i-th thread in K) begins its op,
t !! q!" is used to indicate the time stamp of this event, and t !! r!" is used to refer to
the time stamp of when K ! finishes its op. Let T!" K ! represent the time elapsed for the
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i-th thread to complete its op. Then T!" K ! can be calculated by subtracting the time
stamp when the i-th thread ends its op from the time stamp when the i-th thread begins its
op.
T!" 𝐾! = 𝑡!! 𝑟!" −   𝑡!! 𝑞!"

(1)

4.3.2 The Journal Process
When a parallel I/O workload requires user-space I/O threads to execute fsync ops
before their completion of the tasks, a set of journal processes will be activated in the
Linux kernel. There is only one active journal process running at a time for a file system
in the Linux kernel. The job for a journal process is to issue a journal commit operation,
which synchronizes the in-memory metadata in the virtual file system of the Linux kernel
with the permanent (non-volatile storage).
Let L represent the journal processes that are activated by the user-space I/O
threads via their fsync ops. The total number of the journal processes is L = O. Each
element in L represents one individual journal process, from L! , L! , ⋯ , to  L! . Let L!
indicate the p-th journal process in L, using p as an index to specify a journal process
from L. For each op, q!" is used to indicate the event that the op begins, and r!" is used
to refer to the event that the op ends. When the p-th journal process L! issues its op,
t !! q!" is used to indicate the time stamp of this event, and t !! r!" is used to refer to
the time stamp of when L! finishes its op. We assume that the kernel journal process
issues only one operation: the journal commit (JC) op. We will remove this constraint
when we apply the general model to the two benchmarks studied.
Let T!" L! represent the elapsed time for the p-th journal process to complete its
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op. Then T!" L! can be obtained by subtracting the time stamp when the p-th journal
process ends its op from the time stamp when the p-th journal process begins its op.
                                                    T!" 𝐿! = 𝑡!! 𝑟!" −   𝑡!! 𝑞!"

(2)

4.3.3 I/O Thread and Journal Process Interaction
The kernel-space journal processes may influence the user-space I/O threads
during their fsync ops and write ops. We provide a separate discussion for each scenario.
Our descriptions for user-space I/O threads, kernel-space journal processes, and the
fsync- and write-op scenarios will be used to construct analytical models of IOZone and
Metarates in the next section.
FSYNC-OP SCENARIO. In this scenario, a user-space I/O thread may be
delayed if it arrives too late to be serviced by the journal commit servicing the previous
user-space I/O thread. Let K ! be the first thread to start its fsync op and wake up the
journal process L! in the Linux kernel. L! then begins its JC op and synchronizes the
metadata from the physical memory with the permanent storage.
At this point, K ! (which issues the fsync op and wakes up L! ) will be waiting for
its fsync op until L! completes its JC op before K ! can progress to its next op. Let K ! be
another I/O thread that reaches the phase of its fsync op and requests the kernel to launch
another journal commit to sync K ! ’s in-memory metadata with the storage. Let L! be the
journal process assigned by the kernel for K ! ’s metadata synchronization, and since a
journal process is limited to run one at a time in the Linux kernel, K ! has to wait until L!
completes its JC op before L! is actually woken up by the kernel and issues its JC op for
K ! . As a result, K ! will be waiting for its fsync op for two JC ops, L! ’s JC op and L! ’s JC
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op. We consider a user-space I/O thread as delayed when its fsync op includes more than
one JC op issued by the kernel-space journal processes. Section 4.4 illustrates this fsyncop scenario in detail using the Metarates benchmark.
WRITE-OP SCENARIO. In this scenario, a journal process influences userspace I/O threads during their write ops. Let K ! be the first thread to start its fsync op,
which wakes up the journal process L! in the Linux kernel. L! then begins its JC op,
syncing the in-memory metadata with the permanent storage. Thus, the metadata is
locked by L! for its JC op, and any modification request to the ongoing metadata is put
on hold and has to wait until the lock to the metadata is released when L! completes its
JC op.
Let K ! be another I/O thread either in its write op or about to enter its write op,
attempting to update the locked metadata. Then K ! will be blocked on its write op and
will have to wait until L! completes its JC op. The wait time for K ! on its write op is
expensive in this scenario since metadata synchronization involves the memory (e.g.,
write op) and the storage device (e.g., wait on the JC op), while a regular write op
requires accesses only to the memory. We consider the user-space I/O thread K ! as
delayed when its write op includes the wait time for a journal process on the JC op that
involves storage accesses. Section 4.5 illustrates this write-op scenario in detail using the
IOZone benchmark.

4.4. Metarates Baseline Performance Model
To test the file system’s metadata performance, Metarates includes the file
creation rate (FCR) test that launches MPI processes, where each MPI process in parallel
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issues a sequence of POSIX system calls (e.g., open(), fsync(), and close() functions) to
complete its task. Specifically, for the FCR test, each MPI process completes its task by
creating a file, flushing metadata to the storage device, and then closing the file.
Let K be a set of MPI processes launched by Metarates where each of the
elements in K represents an individual MPI process, from K! , K ! , ⋯ , to  K ! . The total
number of MPI processes is K = N. When Metarates starts the FCR test, each MPI
process in  K! , K ! , ⋯ , K ! is given a task to issue open, fsync, and close ops on its own file.
The time each MPI process takes to complete its task is measured, and the average time
for all MPI processes to complete their tasks is used as the performance metric of the
Metarates FCR test.
File  creation  rate  (FCR)

                      =

!  !  !
!
!!!

!!"#$ !! !!!"#$% !! !!!"#$% !!

(3)

From the Metarates FCR calculation and our direct measurements (see Table 4.1
“Measurement”), we observe that T!"#$% K ! is significantly larger than T!"#$ K ! and
T!"#$% K ! for a given K ! ∈ K in its open, fsync, and close ops. In addition, T!"#$% K ! has
a large variance, while T!"#$ K ! and T!"#$% K ! are typically stable and repeatable.
T!"!"# K ! is significantly larger compared with T!"#$ K ! and T!"#$% K ! because
an fsync op requires storage device accesses, while the open and close ops involve only
memory accesses. Thus, the T!"#$% K ! term dominates the measured variance in the FCR
value for the Metarates benchmark.
We instrument the Linux kernel to provide additional details for T!"#$% K ! by
fully tracing K ! in its fsync op. Our results indicate the variance in T!"#$% K ! is highly
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dependent on the kernel journal process executing the journal commit, which
synchronizes in-memory metadata with the storage device via the on-disk journal.
Let  L represent the journal processes that are activated by the MPI processes in K
via their fsync ops. The total number of journal processes is L = O, and each element in
L represents one individual journal process, from L! , L! , ⋯ , to  L! . From the kernel trace,
we observe that one or several MPI processes in K share a L! ∈ L.
In essence, several MPI processes are at times queuing up waiting on a single
journal process. The key to modeling slowdown in Metarates lies in identifying the
number of journal commits necessary to complete all the threads. The number of journal
commits needed depends on the arrival times of the user-space threads. Since the user-

Figure 4.2 The interaction between a single user-space thread (e.g. MPI process = open
+ fsync + close) and a single kernel-space journal process (e.g. Journal Commit = JC)
for the Metarates benchmark.
space threads are racing and competing for access to each journal commit, modeling userspace process arrivals implicitly models the contention for the kernel-space journal
commits.
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4.4.1 Metarates and Journal Commits
Let K ! be the first MPI process progressing to its fsync op, L! be the first journal
process triggered by K ! , and L! be the journal process after L! . Figure 4.2 shows the
events belonging to K ! , L! , and L! , with the time increasing from left to right. K ! issues
three ops—open, fsync, and close—to complete its task. K ! starts by issuing an open op
to create an empty file, then moves to an fsync op. When K ! is on its fsync op, it is must
wait for L! on its JC op to sync the in-memory metadata. As soon as L! completes its JC
op, K ! progresses to its close op, and K ! finishes its task after its close op is done.
The Linux kernel allows one running, active journal process at a time, L! . If there
is a second JC op waiting to run, this journal process, L! , wakes upon completion of L! .
The time needed to execute the remaining user-space MPI processes depends heavily on
when they arrive and how long they must wait for their fsync (and any associated kernelspace journal commits) to complete.
Let K ! ∈ K be another user-space MPI process such that t !! q!"#$% >  t !! q!"#$% ),
i.e. K ! progresses to its fsync after K ! progresses to its fsync. Since there may be a delay
between K ! ’s fsync progression (t !! q!"#$% ) and the start of the corresponding journal
commit t !! q!" , there are two possibilities for K ! ’s fsync progression: 1) K ! ’s fsync <
t !! q!" ) and K ! must only wait for L! to complete; or 2) K ! ’s fsync progression occurs
after the start of K ! ’s corresponding journal commit, i.e. (t !! q!"#$% > t !! q!" ) and K !
must suffer the remainder of the L! journal commit and then wait for L! to complete.
More precisely for the first scenario, MPI processes waiting for L! satisfy the
following: Let K ! ∈ K  and  K ! ≠ K ! .
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If t !! q!"#$% < t !! q!" , then
T!"#$% K ! = t !! q!" − t !! q!"#$%

+ T!" L! , and

T!"#$% K ! = t !! q!" − t !! q!"#$%

+ T!" L! .
(4)

More precisely for the second scenario, MPI processes waiting for L! will suffer
variable delay from the L! journal commit which depends on the start of the fsync
progression. These MPI processes satisfy the following: Let K ! ∈ K  and  K ! ≠ K ! .
If t !! q!"#$% > t !! q!" , then
T!"#$% K ! = t !! q!" − t !! q!"#$%

+ T!" L! , and

T!"#$% K ! = t !! q!" − t !! q!"#$%

+ T!" L! .
(5)
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4.4.2 Algorithm for Metarates Performance
Algorithm 4.1 For the Metarates FCR test to calculate how much time the
threads spend on their fsync ops.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

For 𝐊 and 𝐋,
#Find the thread that triggers the journal commit
𝑭𝒊𝒏𝒅  𝑖  𝒔𝒖𝒄𝒉  𝒕𝒉𝒂𝒕  1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ N  𝐚𝐧𝐝  𝒕!! !𝒒𝒇𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒄 ! < 𝒕!! !𝒒𝒇𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒄 !  ∀  1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ N,   𝒂𝒏𝒅  ∀  𝐾! , 𝐾! ∈ 𝐊
𝑭𝒊𝒏𝒅  𝑝  𝒔𝒖𝒄𝒉  𝒕𝒉𝒂𝒕  1 ≤ 𝑝 ≤ O  𝐚𝐧𝐝  𝒕!! !𝒒𝑱𝑪 ! < 𝒕!! !𝒒𝑱𝑪 !  ∀  1 ≤ 𝑢 ≤ O,   𝒂𝒏𝒅  ∀  𝐿!, 𝐿! ∈ 𝐋
𝑻𝒇𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒄 (𝐾! ) = !𝒕!! !𝒒𝑱𝑪 ! − 𝒕!! !𝒒𝒇𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒄!! + 𝑻𝑱𝑪 !𝐿!!
𝑲 = 𝑲 − {𝐾! }
𝑳 = 𝑳 − !𝐿! !
∀  𝐾! ∈ 𝑲  𝒂𝒏𝒅  𝑖 ≠ 𝑗,
𝒊𝒇  𝒕!! !𝒒𝒇𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒄 ! < 𝒕!! !𝒒𝑱𝑪 !    𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏   #Thread waits for this journal commit
𝑻𝒇𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒄 !𝐾! ! = !𝒕!! !𝒒𝑱𝑪 ! − 𝒕!! !𝒒𝒇𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒄 !! + 𝑻𝑱𝑪 !𝐿! !
𝑲 = 𝑲 − !𝐾! !
Repeat until 𝑲 = {∅}, 𝑳 = {∅}

Note that for any given run we are measuring all threads for all the parameters
described by our methodology in Table 4.1. Since the arrival order is non-deterministic
and the thread times from run to run vary significantly, we need a method to reconstruct
the arrival groupings of threads. Algorithm 4.1 describes the algorithm for the Metarates
FCR test that we use to calculate the time spent in the fsync ops when a set of MPI
processes K are launched and trigger a set of journal processes L. We assume that the
number of MPI processes K is K = N, and the number of journal processes is L = O.
The algorithm begins with a set of MPI processes in K and a set of journal
processes in L; the algorithm finishes when both the K and L pools are empty. The
algorithm identifies the relationships between the MPI processes in K and the journal
processes in L and uses this information to calculate the time spent on each fsync op of an
MPI process.
The algorithm calculates the time spent in every individual fsync op by iterating
over all the MPI processes in K. The algorithm attempts to determine how many journal
commit operations in L a given fsync op must suffer. In other words, a JC op is able to
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service multiple fsync ops at a time, but since JC ops are serialized, we must determine
which JC ops service which user level fsync threads.
On lines 3 to 4 of the algorithm, a pair of K ! and L! is selected to form a group
such that K ! is the MPI process that triggers the journal process  L! . K ! is determined by
choosing the smallest t !! q!"#$% in K, and is the first MPI process that starts its fsync op
in K. L! is determined by selecting the smallest t !! q!" in L, and is the first journal
process that begins its JC op in L. On line 5 of the algorithm, once K ! and L! are found,
the time that K ! spends on its fsync op T!"#$% K ! can be calculated by the equation below:
T!"#$% K ! = t !! q!" − t !! q!"#$%

+ T!" L!

(6)

The algorithm then uses K ! and L! to search through all of the K ! s that belong to
this group. From lines 8 to 11 of the algorithm, the inner loop is used to check the rest of
the MPI processes in K and find all the K ! processes that have their fsync ops serviced by
L! . These K ! processes meet the condition of t !! q!"#$% < t !! q!" , and the time that
each K ! spends on its fsync op T!"#$% K ! can be calculated using the following equation:
T!"#$% K ! = t !! q!" − t !! q!"#$%

+ T!" L!

(7)

Lastly, on lines 6, 7, and 11, the algorithm removes K ! and the  K ! processes from
K and the L! processes from L. The algorithm continues to find the next K ! and L! from K
and L for the next group as well as the K ! processes belonging to the next group. The
algorithm repeats until the K and L pools are empty.
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Figure 4.3 The Metarates runtime profile for two or more user-space MPI processes
and two journal processes.

4.4.3 Metarates Extended Performance Model
Figure 4.3 shows the runtime profile for the Metarates FCR test for two or more
journal commits. This profile illustrates how one or more user-space MPI processes share
a kernel journal process. There are two groups in the profile, Group 1 and Group 2. The
two groups are differentiated by two journal commits, L! and L! . In each group, let K ! be
the first MPI process to trigger a journal commit. Also in each group, let K ! be one or
more MPI processes that call fsync after the K ! in their respective group. In each group,
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K ! and one or more K ! processes issue open, fsync, and close ops for their tasks.
In Group 1, which starts slightly before Group 2, the fastest MPI process K !
progresses to its fsync op and triggers L! . There is slack between when K ! starts its fsync
op and when L! actually begins its JC op (from t !! q!"#$% to t !! q!" ). The K ! processes
all start their fsync ops before L! starts its JC op, and then the K ! are queued up and
serviced by L! . These K ! processes meet the previously described t !! q!"#$% < t !! q!"
condition. After L! finishes its JC op, K ! and the K ! processes continue their close ops,
and then all MPI processes in Group 1 finish their tasks.
Group 2 collects the MPI processes that start after the first journal process begins
its JC op t !! q!" and before the second journal process L! begins its JC op t !! q!" .
Again, K ! is the MPI process that triggers L! within Group 2. These K ! processes meet
the t !! q!"#$% < t !! q!" condition and are queued up and serviced by L! . After L!
finishes its JC op, K ! and the K ! processes progress to their close op, and all MPI
processes in Group 2 finish their tasks.

4.4.4 Metarates and Slowdown
In our empirical measurements, we found that T!"#$% K ! is significantly larger
than both T!"#$ K ! and T!"#$% K ! . The fsync op requires high-cost storage device access
while the open and close ops involve relatively low-cost memory accesses. We remove
T!"#$ K ! and T!"#$% K ! from Equation (3) since T!"#$ K ! and T!"#$% K ! are
relatively small compared to T!"#$% K ! ;
FCR ~   

!  !  !
!
!!!

!!"#$% !!
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  .

(8).

Since N is constant, the optimal performance for FCR exists when
!
!!!

T!"#$% K !

is minimal. We conclude that every K ! ∈ K, m = 1. . . N waits for L!

on its fsync op. In this situation, all K ! s satisfy t !! q!"#$% < t !! q!" . Thus, no K !
suffers from waiting for the second journal process, L!!! .

Figure 4.4 Select slowdown results from Metarates benchmark on Nehalem (HDD).

Figure 4.5 Metarates for a given number of threads (4) and files (4) on Nehalem
(HDD), the average number of journal commits each MPI process waits at runtime for
2.527 GHz and 2.66 GHz on the system.
The slowdown happens when at higher frequencies more threads spend significant
amounts of time waiting for the next JC op. These threads are blocked and are waiting for
the current JC op to complete before their JC op can start. The additional waiting time for
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these blocked threads increases T!"#$% K ! and has a negative impact on the
measurement of the Metarates FCR test.
The Metarates FCR test is directly impacted by the number of K ! s serviced by L! ,
since these K ! s have to wait for both L! and L! to complete (two JC ops). Thus, the ideal
FCR performance can be achieved when all the K ! s are serviced by L! and thus suffer
only one kernel JC op for their fsync op. On the other hand, the worse FCR performance
occurs when all the K ! s are serviced by L! , and all the K ! s have to wait two JC op before
completing their tasks.
The slowdown in the Metarates FCR test (see Figure 4.4) when changing the
processor operating frequency comes from the change in the average number of journal
commits per thread (see Figure 4.5). As processor frequency changes, the start times
t !! q!"#$% , t !! q!"#$% , and t !! q!" will vary affecting the number of K ! s serviced by
the JC op of L! . Figure 4.5 shows the average number of JC ops per process for K !
waiting at runtime from our kernel profile for 2.527 GHz and 2.66 GHz respectively. The
biggest performance drop happens when scaling from 2.527 GHz to 2.66 GHz for a 12.7%
slowdown. At 2.527 GHz, K ! waits an average of 1.12 JC ops, while at 2.66GHz K ! waits
an average of 1.42 JC ops. This correlates to Figure 4.4 where the Metarates FCR
performance at 2.527 GHz (1.19x) is higher than at 2.66 GHz (1.04x) on Nehalem (HDD).
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4.5. IOZone Baseline Performance Model
The IOZone throughput tests use threads to test the file system’s read-write
performance by using POSIX system calls (e.g., open(), write(), fsync(), and close()
functions). Specifically, IOZone includes an initial write throughput test that launches
threads, where each thread in parallel issues POSIX system calls and completes its task
by creating a file, writing data to the file, flushing data/metadata to the storage device,
and then closing the file. For this initial write throughput test, the time spent on writing
the data to a file by each thread is measured as the result, and the performance metric is
calculated by accumulating the results from all threads. From now on, unless specified,
we use the throughput test to refer to the IOZone initial write throughput test.
Let K be a set of threads. Each element in K represents an individual thread, from
K! , K ! , ⋯ , to  K ! . The total number of threads is K = N. When IOZone starts the
throughput test, each thread in K! , K ! , ⋯ , to  K ! is given a task to execute open, write,
fsync, and close ops on its private file. The size of the workload on each thread for the
write op is S, and the time spent on the write op is measured.
IOZone  Throughput !"!#!$%_!"#$%

=

!
!!! !

!
!"#$%

(9)

!!

From our IOZone throughput calculation and our direct measurements (see Table
4.1 “Measurement”), we observe that any variance from a number of T!"#$% K ! events
with significantly large values that skew the average. The results are repeatable and
frequent at times so they are not statistical outliers.
For Metarates, our analyses focused on the fsync operation that dominates the
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open-fsync-close operation sequence for each thread. The arbitration for a fixed resource
(the journal commit, JC) and the total number of sequential journal commits drives the
total time and is essential to understanding the slowdown.
Understanding slowdown in IOZone requires studying the variance in write op
performance per thread. In IOZone, T!"#$% K ! is not used in the performance throughput
calculation. The IOZone performance metric focuses on T!"#$% K ! and the time it takes
for K ! ∈ K to complete the write op. The write operation calls fsync upon completion
indirectly calling the journal commit (JC) operation. Thus, the throughput of the
benchmark is a function of the size of the data, time to complete the write and any
additional delays due to the resulting JC count. Once again, the challenge in modelling
IOZone is isolating user-space thread costs while accounting for additional time due to
delays in the kernel.

Figure 4.6 The interaction between a thread and a journal process for the IOZone
benchmark.

4.5.1 IOZone and Journal Commits
Let K ! be the first thread that triggers the journal process  L! via the fsync op. K !
issues four ops—open, write, fsync, and close—to complete its task. Figure 4.6 shows a
group of events belonging to K ! and L! , with the time increasing from left to right.  K !
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starts by issuing an open op to create an empty file and waits for all threads to finish their
open ops before it progresses to its write op. This is the synchronization event in the
IOZone throughput test that ensures all threads start their write ops at the same time. Next
K ! issues a write op with a workload of size S and progresses to its fsync op. When K ! is
on its fsync op, it first waits for the kernel to flush out its in-memory file data, and then it
waits for the kernel journal process L! ’s JC op to synchronize the in-memory file
metadata with the storage device. After L! completes its JC op, K ! progresses to its close
op and finishes its task.
During the phase that L! is on its JC op, the file system’s metadata is locked and
is synchronized with the storage device. Any write op that attempts to update the
metadata is blocked and has to wait until the metadata is released by L! , which is the
reason that these blocked write ops take a significantly long time to complete. These
blocked write ops are forced to wait for the duration of time spent in data transmission
between the memory and the storage device, while the unblocked write ops involve only
the memory accesses. Let K ! ∈ K  and  K ! ≠ K ! , and let K ! be the thread that triggers L! . If
L! is on its JC op, upon completion of its write op K ! must block until the L! JC op
completes.
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4.5.2 Algorithm for IOZone Performance
Algorithm 4.2 Calculate how much time the threads spend on their write ops for the IOZone
throughput benchmark.
1
2
3
4
5

#Find thread starts relative to journal commit
𝑭𝒊𝒏𝒅  𝑖  𝒔𝒖𝒄𝒉  𝒕𝒉𝒂𝒕  1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ N  𝐚𝐧𝐝  𝑡!! (𝒓𝑫𝑭𝑳𝑼𝑺𝑯 ) < 𝑡!! (𝒓𝑫𝑭𝑳𝑼𝑺𝑯 )  ∀  1 ≤ m ≤ N 𝒂𝒏𝒅  𝑿 = {∅},   𝒀 = {∅}, 𝒁 = {∅}
𝑻𝒘𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒆 (𝐾! ) = 𝒕!! (𝒓𝒘𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒆 ) − 𝒕!! (𝒒𝒘𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒆 )
𝑿 = 𝑿 + {𝐾! }
∀  𝐾! ∈ 𝑲,   𝑖 ≠ 𝑗
𝒊𝒇  𝒕!! !𝒒𝒇𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒄 ! < 𝒕!! !𝒒𝑱𝑪 !  𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏   #Thread not affected by journal commit
𝑻𝒘𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒆 !𝐾! ! = 𝒕!! (𝒓 𝒘𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒆 ) − 𝒕!! (𝒒𝒘𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒆 )

6
7
8

𝑿 = 𝑿 + !𝐾! !
𝒊𝒇  𝒕!! !𝒒𝒇𝒔𝒚𝒏𝒄 ! > 𝒕!! !𝒒𝑱𝑪 !  𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏 #Thread affected by journal commit

9

𝒊𝒇  𝒕!! (𝒒𝒘𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒆 ) < 𝒕!! !𝒒𝑱𝑪 !  𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏 #Write starts before journal commit

10

𝐓𝐰𝐫𝐢𝐭𝐞 !𝐊 𝐣 ! = !𝐭 𝐋𝟏 !𝐪𝐉𝐂 ! − 𝐭𝐊 𝐣 (𝐪𝐰𝐫𝐢𝐭𝐞 )! + 𝐓𝐉𝐂 (𝐋𝟏 ) + !𝐭𝐊 𝐣 (𝐫𝐰𝐫𝐢𝐭𝐞 ) − 𝐭 𝐋𝟏 !𝐫𝐉𝐂 !!

11
12

𝒀 = 𝒀 + !𝐾! !
𝒊𝒇  𝒕!! (𝒒𝒘𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒆 ) > 𝒕!! !𝒒𝑱𝑪 !  𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏 #Write starts after journal commit

13

𝑻𝒘𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒆 !𝐾! ! = !𝒕!! !𝒓𝑱𝑪 ! − 𝒕!! (𝒒𝒘𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒆 )! + !𝒕!! (𝒓𝒘𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒆 ) − 𝒕!! !𝒓𝑱𝑪 !!

14
15
16

𝒁 = 𝒁 + !𝐾! !
End

Note that for any given run we are measuring all threads for all the parameters
described by our methodology in Table 4.1. Since the arrival order is non-deterministic
and the thread times from run to run vary significantly, we need a method to reconstruct
the arrival groupings of threads. Algorithm 4.2 analytically describes how the JC op of L!
affects the write ops of the K ! processes in three scenarios: (1) not affected, when the
write ops of the K ! processes are not affected by the JC op of L! ; (2) fully blocked, when
the write ops of the K ! s are blocked by the entire JC op of L! ; and (3) partially blocked,
when the write ops of the K ! processes are blocked by the partial JC op of L! . The
algorithm uses X,   Y, and  Z sets to represent these three scenarios, respectively. These
three sets are used to categorize the threads in K.
From lines 2 to 4, the algorithm starts by looking for K ! , which triggers L! . K ! is
the first thread that completes its data flush and progresses to the second step in its fsync
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op and signals the kernel to launch a journal process to start a journal commit for the
metadata synchronization. On line 2,  K ! is selected using t !! r!"#$%& , the smallest time
stamp among all of the threads in K. This  K ! is placed into set X because its write op is
not affected by the JC op of L!
From lines 5 to 15, the algorithm checks every K ! ∈ K  and  K ! ≠ K ! and places K !
into set X, Y, or Z, according to the details of the write ops of the K ! processes (e.g., start
time stamp, end time stamp, etc.), and with knowledge of when L! begins its JC op. Line
6 describes the “not affected” scenario, when the write ops of the K ! processes do not
involve the JC op of L! . These K ! processes start their fsync ops before L! begins its JC op.
These K ! processes are placed into set X. The time a K ! thread spends on its write op can
be calculated as follows:
T!"#$% K ! = t !! r!"#$% − t !! q!"#$%

(10)

In the “fully blocked” scenario, write ops of the K ! processes are fully blocked by
the JC op of L! . These write ops of the K ! processes are broken into two pieces by the JC
op of L! . These K ! processes start their write ops; then these write ops are blocked and
wait for L! to complete its JC op; and finally they resume and finish. On lines 9 and 10,
the algorithm summarizes that such K ! processes start their fsync ops after L! begins its
JC op, and the K ! processes start their write ops before L! begins its JC op. These K !
processes are placed into set Y. The time a K ! thread spends on its write op and can be
calculated as follows:
T!"#$% K ! = t !! q!" − t !! q!"#$%

+ T!" L! + t !! r!"#$% − t !! r!"
(11)
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Equation (11) demonstrates that in this scenario, each write op of K ! is broken
into two parts: (1) before the JC op and (2) after the JC op. T!"#$% K ! is assembled by
the first part of the write op t !! q!" − t !! q!"#$% , L! ’s JC op T!" L! , and the second
part of the write op t !! r!"#$% − t !! r!" .
In the “partially blocked” scenario, the write ops of the K ! processes are blocked
by the partial JC op of L! . These write ops of the K ! processes are blocked as soon as the
write ops start, then they wait for the JC op of L! to complete, and finally they resume
and finish. On lines 9 and 13, the algorithm summarizes that such K ! processes start their
fsync ops after L! begins its JC op, and the K ! processes start their write ops after
L! begins its JC op. These K ! processes are placed into set Z. The time K ! spends on its
write op can be calculated as follows:
T!"#$% K ! = t !! r!" − t !! q!"#$%

+ t !! r!"#$% − t !! r!"
(12)

Equation (12) demonstrates that in this scenario, T!"#$% K ! consists of the time
that K ! waits for the JC op of L! to finish to the time that K ! starts its write op t !! r!" −
t !! q!"#$%

in addition to the time that K ! spends on its write op after it resumes

t !! r!"#$% − t !! r!" .
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Figure 4.7 The runtime profile for the IOZone throughput test with multiple user-space
threads and one journal process.

4.5.3 IOZone Extended Performance Model
Figure 4.7 shows how the JC op of L! affects the write ops of the K ! processes in
three scenarios: (1) not affected, (2) fully blocked, and (3) partially blocked. In the figure,
K ! and the K ! processes start their open, write, fsync, and close ops in order. A sync event
between the open and write ops is used to force all threads in K to wait until all their open
ops are completed before they continue to their write ops. K ! is the first thread to reach
the metadata sync phase in the fsync op and triggers L! . L! then begins its JC op and
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locks the metadata in order to synchronize the in-memory metadata with the storage
device.
In the “not affected” scenario, let K ! ∈ K  and  K ! ≠ K ! , and when the K ! processes
complete their write ops before L! starts its JC op, these write ops are not blocked. In the
“fully blocked” scenario, let K ! ∈ K  and  K ! ≠ K ! , and when the K ! processes start their
write ops before L! begins its JC op and the K ! processes finish their write ops after
L! completes its JC op, these write ops are fully blocked by the JC op of L! . Lastly, in the
“partially blocked” scenario, let K ! ∈ K  and  K ! ≠ K ! , and when the K ! processes start
their write ops after L! begins its JC op and the K ! processes finish their write ops after
L! completes its JC op, these write ops are blocked by the partial JC op of L! .

4.5.4 IOZone and Slowdown
According to the status of write ops of K ! s when L! begins its JC op, these K ! s can
be classified into three cases, X,   Y, and  Z. X collects the K ! s so that their write ops are not
affected by the JC op of L! ; Y  and  Z collect the K ! s so that their write ops are fully or
partially blocked by the JC op of L! , respectively. We replace T!"#$% K ! with the three
cases:
S

=
!! ∈!

T!"#$% K !

S

+
!! ∈!

T!"#$% K !

S

+
!! ∈!

T!"#$% K !

  .

(13)
We then substitute T!"#$% K ! , T!"#$% K ! , and T!"#$% K ! with the cost functions
from (10), (11), and (12) respectively:
=
!! ∈!

t !! r!"#$%

S
− t !! q!"#$%
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S

+
!! ∈!

t !! q!" − t !! q!"#$%

+ T!" L! + t !! r!"#$% − t !! r!"
S

+
!! ∈!

t !! r!" − t !! q!"#$%

+ t !! r!"#$% − t !! r!"

  .

(14)

Figure 4.8 Select slowdown results from IOZone benchmark on SandyBridge (HDD).

Figure 4.9 IOZone for a given number of threads (256), file size (128KB), and record
(32KB) on SandyBridge (HDD), the average number of threads blocked by the journal
commit at runtime for 1.6 GHz and 2.66 GHz on the system.
The optimal performance of the throughput test can be expected when there is no
K ! that falls in the Y  and  Z scenarios. In other words, every K ! is not affected by the JC
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op of L! , and all K ! s fall in the X category. Thus, K ! ∈ K finishes its write op before L!
begins its JC op, and K ! satisfies   t !! q!"#$% < t !! q!" .
The slowdown happens when more threads in the Y  and  Z categories are at a
higher frequency. In other words, more threads are blocked by the JC op. These blocked
threads spend their time in the write op plus the time waiting for the JC op and increase
T!"#$% K ! as shown in (11) and (12). As a result, these blocked threads have a negative
impact on the performance measurement of IOzone throughput tests.
IOZone write throughput performance is directly impacted by the number of K ! s
that are delayed by the JC op of L! before the K ! can complete their write ops. The ideal
write throughput performance is achieved when no K ! is delayed by the JC op of L! , and
the write throughput performance become worse as number of delayed K ! goes up.
Slowdown occurs in IOZone throughput (see Figure 4.8) when changes in CPU
frequency increase the number of blocked writes (see Figure 4.9). This affects the
distributed of writes across the three categories: not affected, partially blocked, and fully
blocked. CPU frequency changes vary t !! q!" or the time of data writeback for the first
fsync op which launches L! to begin the JC op. Figure 4.9 shows the average number of
K ! s blocked in the write ops at runtime from our kernel profile for 1.6 GHz and 3.3 GHz
respectively. This explains the biggest performance drop for IOZone – a 47% slowdown.
At 1.6 GHz, an average of 16.34 K ! s get blocked at runtime, while at 3.3 GHz an average
of 155.04 K ! s are blocked. This correlates to the results in Figure 4.8 where IOZone
throughput performance at 1.6 GHz (1.0x) is significantly higher than at 3.3 GHz (0.53x)
on SandyBridge (HDD).
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4.6. OPTIMIZING ABT PERFORMANCE
The parallel threads of the I/O codes studied use a Journal Commit (JC) operation
(global locked resource) to ensure the consistency of file metadata by batching accesses.
We generally refer to these events as Atomic Batch Transactions (ABTs)12. ABTs use
global locks that queue requests for a resource, lock the resource, service the queued
requests, and release the lock. ABTs are used extensively in programs, operating systems,
and databases. The use of an ABT for the Journal Commit is common across most Linux
distributions. Our analytical models cast blame for slowdown on atomic batch
transactions. But, ABT’s enable journaling which makes file systems more reliable since
changes are tracked before they are atomically committed to storage.
This section serves two purposes. First, we apply our modelling conclusions (i.e.
ABT’s as implemented can hurt performance at higher frequencies) to a real system to
remove the performance penalty when combining power scaling with the IOZone and
Metarates benchmarks. Second, we design and implement a runtime system to reduce the
number of threads blocked by the ABTs to improve the performance of IOZone and
Metarates. Third, we quantify the impact of the proposed approach on the performance
and reliability of IOZone and Metarates.
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the results of our experiments. In each graph, the xaxis denotes CPU frequency. For line plots, the gray area surrounding the line shows the
normalized standard deviation. For bar charts, error bars are provided. EXT4 denotes the
Linux default configuration. NOJC denotes a modified fsync system call implementation
12

ABTs are not dissimilar to semaphores with the distinction that the number of accesses to the resource are
determined by the time between the first access and when no further accesses to the object are allowed. Semaphores
in contrast allow a fixed number of accesses to the resources.
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where the Linux kernel flushes out the metadata directly to the disk location and
altogether avoids use of the kernel journal commit ABT mechanism. delayJC denotes
results from our proposed runtime system that vary the length of time an ABT batches
instructions. The delayJC implementation uses the arrival rates of requests to the JC to
drive the close of the JC. After testing a number of configurations for delayJC, we settled
on a JC wait time between requests of 16ms for IOZone and 1ms for Metarates. In other
words, if a JC arrives during this interval, the JC batch timer is reset allowing more
requests. If not, timer expires and the JC is closed to further requests. The timer allows a
maximum number of resets to avoid starvation.
We also consider the amount of time a thread waits to have its metadata
committed. If this wait time is on average the same or less than that provided by the
default EXT4 Linux kernel, we conclude our runtime techniques are at least as “reliable”
as the default scheme.
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Fig. 4.10. Select results of delayJC for the Metarates benchmark on the Nehalem (HDD)
system. Findings are comparable on the other systems.

4.6.1 Metarates Results
Figure 4.10 compares Metarates results from the default EXT4 configuration to
the NOJC and delayJC runs. Each column of charts refers to a different thread and file
number scenario. The y-axis on the topmost graphs in each column denotes the
performance of Metarates. In the NOJC configuration where the JC is avoided altogether,
higher processor frequencies result in higher throughput. The metarate critical path does
not include a write operation (as in the IOZone case). Hence, performance is much more
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sensitive to the journal commit disk access variance. While the delayJC configuration
consistently outperforms the EXT configuration, the delayJC misses some opportunities
to avoid some slowdowns.
Slowdowns (speedup < 1) and speedups versus the slowest CPU frequency are
depicted in Figure 4.10 in the second row of graphs (EXT4), the third row of graphs
(NOJC), and the fourth row of graphs (delayJC). Collectively, these graphs confirm
performance improves noticeably in the NOJC configuration. While the performance of
delayJC is always better than EXT4, the ability of delayJC to eliminate slowdowns in
Metarates is mixed. For higher numbers of threads, delayJC performance is consistent as
processor frequency scales. However, for lower numbers of threads, disk noise in the
journal commit masks some of the gains from the dynamic runtime system. To confirm
the effects of delayJC, we monitored the number of journal commit operations and found
that in all cases, delayJC exhibited less journal commits than EXT4.
Despite the mixed results in slowdown effectiveness versus eliminating the
journal commit altogether, delayJC is a significant improvement over EXT4. The fifth
row of graphs from the top in Figure 4.10 shows the delayJC runtime system significantly
improves the performance across all processor frequencies for combinations of threads
and number of files. We observe speedups (computed as the ratio of delayJC throughput
to EXT4 throughput at each frequency respectively) up to 2.57x for 4 MPI processes with
4 files at 3.1 GHz in Figure 4.10a; up to 1.82x speedup for 16 MPI processes with 16
files at 2.0 GHz in Figure 4.10b; and up to 1.49x for 32 MPI processes with 32 files
running at 2.9 GHz in Figure 4.10c.
The sixth row of graphs from the top in Figure 4.10 depicts the average time that
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a thread waits before it is serviced by the journal commit for both the EXT4 and the
delayJC configurations. The EXT4 configuration shows longer wait times at higher
frequencies (e.g. 25 ms wait time at 3.1GHz versus 18 ms wait time at 1.7GHz in Figure
4.10a), and thus causes the slowdown to happen as described analytically in equation (14)
in Section 4.4.4. The NOJC configuration disables the journal commit and has an average
wait time of zero – thus, we remove NOJC from these graphs. For the delayJC
configuration, the wait time is significantly reduced for the combination of 4 MPI
processes and 4 files, as shown in 4.10a. This is because SandyBridge (HDD) has four
CPU cores, and each of the four MPI processes starts roughly at the same time. The
delayJC runtime system delays the journal commit for 1ms to sufficiently queue all the
MPI processes for the same journal commit. When the number of MPI processes scales
from 4 to 16 and 32, as shown in 4.10a, 4.10b, and 4.10c (respectively), we observe that
the average wait time increases. In these configurations, the number of MPI threads
exceeds the available number of cores. In such situations, threads are delayed further due
to contention and the delayJC runtime adjusts ABT delays to compensate. The increase in
average wait time among threads correlates to drops in overall speedups (longer wait time
results in less speedup). For example, the average wait times for delays around 1ms show
speedups of 1.83x–2.57x for 4 MPI processes (see Figure 4.10a). Similarly, the average
wait times for 12 ms delay show speedups of 1.31x–1.49x for 32 MPI processes (see
Figure 4.10c).
The delayJC configuration reduces the average wait time for each thread on the
journal commit. This means that compared to the EXT4 case, our delayJC runtime
system reduces the likelihood that that (should a fault occur) metadata is not committed
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to the disk. We conclude that our delayJC runtime system is at least as reliable as the
default Linux kernel EXT4 configuration.
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Fig. 4.11. Select results of delayJC for the IOzone benchmark on the SandyBridge (HDD)
system. Findings are comparable on the other systems.

4.6.2 IOZone Results
Figure 4.11 compares IOzone results from the default EXT4 configuration to the
NOJC and delayJC runs. Each column of charts refers to a different thread and file size
scenario. The y-axis on the topmost graphs in each column denotes the performance of
the aggregated throughput in KB per second. In the NOJC configuration where the JC is
avoided altogether, higher processor frequencies result in higher throughput. In contrast,
the default EXT4 configuration performance varies wildly and exhibits slowdown at
higher processor frequencies. But, in most cases, delayJC performance is comparable to
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NOJC performance and in all cases outperforms the EXT4 case.
Slowdowns (speedup < 1) and speedups versus the slowest CPU frequency are
depicted in Figure 4.11 in the second row of graphs (EXT4), the third row of graphs
(NOJC), and the fourth row of graphs (delayJC). Collectively, these graphs confirm
performance improves noticeably in both the NOJC and delayJC configurations. Upon
deeper inspection, we monitored the number of journal commit operations and found that
in all cases, delayJC exhibited less journal commits than EXT4.
The fifth row of graphs from the top in Figure 4.11 shows the delayJC runtime
system significantly improves the performance across all processor frequencies for
combinations of threads, file sizes, and records. We observe speedups (computed as the
ratio of delayJC throughput to EXT4 throughput at each frequency respectively) up to
3.65x for a combination of 256 threads13, 128 KB file size, and 32 KB record running at
3.3 GHz in Figure 4.11a; up to 2.04x for a combination of 256 threads, 256 KB file size,
and 64 KB record running at 2.6 GHz in Figure 4.11b; and up to 3.47x speedup for a
combination of 256 threads, 512 KB file size, and 128 KB record running at 3.3 GHz in
Figure 4.11c.
The sixth row of graphs from the top in Figure 4.11 depict the average number of
threads “not” blocked by the journal commit during the threads’ write operations. The
EXT4 configuration shows less nonblocked threads at the higher frequency (e.g. 40
nonblocked threads at 3.3GHz versus 240 nonblocked threads at 1.6Ghz in Figure 4.11a),
and thus causes the slowdown to happen as described analytically in equation (8) in

13

Most slowdowns are observed at high thread counts since contention is acute and appears to be a key cause. At lower
thread counts, our empirical results verify that slowdowns occur but the effects are seen only intermittently (i.e.
partially masked by system variance) or the slowdown is not on the critical path (i.e. completely masked by other
performance events).
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Section 4.5.4. The NOJC configuration disables the journal commit, so no threads get
blocked – thus, we remove NOJC from these graphs. For the delayJC configuration, the
number of non-blocked threads is close to the number of threads used in the test. In
essence, the delayJC runtime system delays the journal commit until all (or nearly all) the
threads complete their write operations. For the IOzone benchmark, the delayJC runtime
system improves performance by reducing the number of blocked threads waiting on the
journal commit. As in the Metarates case, The average wait time per thread also
decreases and thus the delayJC runtime system is at least as “reliable” as the EXT4
configuration.

4.7. Chapter Summary
Our results are limited to the systems and benchmarks studied. Broader studies
could yield broader conclusions. For example, we have measured slowdowns in the
varMail and oltp workloads, but application complexity makes isolation and modeling
more difficult. Additionally, our approach only identified a particular cause of slowdown;
there may be others, such as residual slowdowns in Metarates. Our modeling efforts
focused strictly on performance to isolate the cause of slowdowns. Future versions would
be more useful if they integrated the effects of power scaling directly into the models for
prediction.
Overall, our analytical model shows that slowdowns occur at higher frequencies
when the early arrival of a single thread (among many) causes the atomic journal commit
to lock with less batched threads than in the lower frequency case. In the lower frequency
case, the difference between the lead thread and other threads is much smaller, so when
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the journal commit locks, more threads are batched, and overall, less atomic batches
occur. Slower processor frequencies effectively increase the number of threads that
access the shared resource while also reducing the overall commits required at higher
processor frequencies.
In future work, we would like to isolate other root causes of slowdown. Though
we are able to improve performance up to 3.65x over the EXT4 default configuration, our
delayJC approach is somewhat static (fixed interval) and would likely be improved with
additional runtime automated tuning. Ultimately, we would like to create techniques that
enable ABTs without conflict with power-scalable features. More broadly, based on our
findings and other results we are currently investigating, the slowdowns appear most
prevalent in I/O intensive codes, such as IOZone and Metarates, and, additionally,
varMail and oltp.
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Chapter 5
Optimizing the Slowdown Phenomenon
Chapter 3 used a microbenchmark-driven methodology to simplify the isolation of
the root causes of I/O performance loss, and following an exhaustive set of experiments,
we identified the slowdowns in I/O performance that occur when processor power and
frequency are increased. Chapter 4’s modeling analyses indicated that slowdowns are
more likely to occur and more acute when the number of parallel I/O threads increased
and the variability between runs was high.
In this chapter, we classify the observed performance loss into two categories: file
synchronization and file write delays. We introduce LUC, a runtime system to Limit the
Unintended Consequences of power scaling and dynamically improve I/O performance.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the LUC system running on two platforms for two
critical parallel transaction-oriented workloads including a mail server (varMail) and
online transaction processing (oltp).
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5.1. Introduction
Systems continue to grow in complexity. Servers must be designed to handle
hundreds and thousands of user requests for a finite number of resources. Highperformance systems residing in data centers are designed to support the growing use of

Figure 5.1 Filebench varMail speedup ratios of 64 threads normalized to the lowest
available CPU frequency (1.6 GHz) – higher is better. The grey/blue area shows
one standard deviation from the mean. Nehalem (HDD) System: Dell T3500 using
a W3550 3.00 GHz quad-core with 6 GB of DDR3 RAM and a 250 GB 7200 rpm
hard drive.

Figure 5.2 Filebench varMail speedup ratios from 4 to 64 threads normalized to
the lowest available CPU frequency (1.6 GHz) – higher is better. Each line shows
speedup for (number of threads) x (number of files). For 64 threads, performance
drops significantly at higher frequencies.
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software services and mobile platforms. It is widely acknowledged that designing future
systems that operate efficiently in increasingly complex environments is a grand
challenge for the community [1].
To address inefficiencies, the components of these complex systems perform a
growing set of tasks themselves. For example, processors [155], memories [48], and disks
[162, 192]

are capable of independently managing their power consumption. Such

devices attempt to balance performance and energy use dynamically to match the
changing resource demands of applications and services.
The combination of device independence with unprecedented degrees of
parallelism in software and hardware at system scale leads to more complex interactions
among operating systems, middleware, parallel and distributed applications and services,
and hardware. Thus, identifying the optimal performance configuration at runtime is
exceedingly difficult because the variance among data points may exceed the best
average performance operating point.
Figure 5.1 provides an example of this phenomenon. The figure plots the
performance of 64 threads of a parallel transaction workload at various power/frequency
settings from 1.6 to 3.1 GHz. Performance is the ratio of speedup versus the slowest
frequency, and the performance gets worse with higher frequencies. This slowdown14 is
difficult to observe in practice because the standard deviation (shown as the gray/blue
area surrounding the line plot) often exceeds the performance difference between two
data points.
For example, Figure 5.1 shows that the 2.0 GHz frequency has a standard
14

Characterization of the root causes of this slowdown is a key contribution. For now, we motivate the need to isolate
causation and address these slowdowns later in the chapter.
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deviation of 12% while 1.7GHz on average performs 10% better. Thus, taking a single
measured sample at the low performance range of 1.7 GHz and a single sample at the
high performance range of 2.0 GHz results in the flawed conclusion that 2.0 GHz should
be selected for better performance. Therefore, a runtime system attempting to adapt
processor power/frequency settings [61] and optimize based on sampled runtime
performance information could be ineffective and result in significant performance loss.
Additionally, the same code may perform differently at scale. Figure 5.2 shows
the same example from our transaction workload for varying the number of threads from
4 to 64. The slowdown at higher frequencies does not occur until 64 threads where
variance between runs increases. Beyond 64 up to 256 threads (not shown) the
performance is similar to the 4à32 thread cases.
While dynamic concurrency throttling (DCT) [46] has received much attention,
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show that the assumption that increasing power/frequency improves
(or at least doesn’t hurt) performance is flawed. Without a deeper understanding of the
causes of these types of slowdowns and isolation of the root causes, runtime systems
cannot avoid these types of slowdowns altogether. A runtime DCT system using
sampling to schedule threads runs the additional risk of falling victim to the previously
discussed variance issue.
Unfortunately, at the same time complexity threatens system efficiency,
performance has never been more critical to the worldwide economy. According to
Amazon’s Greg Linden and Google’s Marissa Mayer15: “Amazon found every 100ms of
latency cost them 1% in sales. Google found an extra .5 seconds in search page

15

http://highscalability.com/latency-everywhere-and-it-costs-you-sales-how-crush-it
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generation time dropped traffic by 20%.” High frequency trading also relies on data
centers where power management is considered critical yet a few milliseconds of latency
loss can result in millions of lost profits16.
Contributions. To address these unintended consequences and determine the best
system configuration or operating frequencies, we need a deeper understanding of the
root cause of these types of slowdowns on representative systems and benchmarks. In this
chapter, we significantly improve our understanding of the complex interactions between
power scaling and parallel performance for the varMail and oltp transactional workloads
from the Filebench suite [194]. Our contributions include: detailed identification of file
system characteristics that contribute to slowdowns in parallel transactional workloads;
classification of slowdowns into file write and synchronization delays; design and
evaluation of a runtime system to address multiple causes of slowdowns due to file write
and synchronization delays.

16 http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2014/07/07/no-need-to-demonize-high-frequency-trading/
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Figure 5.3 Synchronization delays when two threads in different transactions.
Synchronization delays occur when two threads in different transactions write to their
respective files and at some later time flush the data and metadata to nonvolatile storage. In
the Linux ext3 and ext4 file systems, the fsync operation causes a journal commit (JC)
transaction that ultimately updates the metadata on the nonvolatile storage. In this example,
an fsync operation in Thread 1 triggers JC transaction 1 in the file system waking up the
jbd2 system process. After JC transaction 1 starts, Thread 2 opens file2 and performs an
fsync operation triggering JC transaction 2 in the file system that blocks and waits on
transaction 1 to commit. This effectively serializes the atomic journal commit transactions
in the file system.

5.2. File Synchronization and Write Delays
Figure 5.3 provides a brief explanation and summary of our previous findings. We
refer the reader to the full paper for detail [3]. Herein, we give some background to
facilitate a discussion of why our previous approach was not sufficient to address
slowdowns in more representative transactional workloads of varMail and oltp. Though
we provide details in our experimental results section, for all of our experiments, results,
and conclusions, we performed repeated testing to achieve 95% statistical confidence on
several different systems running the ext3 and ext4 file systems default settings common
to nearly all Linux distributions.

5.2.1 File Synchronization Delays and Slowdowns
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Chapter 4 showed that when power scaling is enabled, the change in arrival rates
of fsync requests for journal commits at the system level at higher frequencies can cause
file synchronization delays. Figure 5.3 shows a detailed example where two separate,
independent threads each trigger separate journal commit transactions in the Linux ext3
and ext4 file systems.
Chapter 4 We observed that at slower processor frequencies, fsync requests would
queue on the same journal commit transaction and be serviced in parallel since there were
no true dependences among the files other than the system requirement that they update
the metadata. We also showed that at higher processor frequencies, fsync requests were
more likely to queue separately on the journal commit transaction and be serviced
sequentially, because the open(file2) operation had occurred by the journal commit start
triggered by the fsync(file1) call, then fsync(file2) would not have triggered a separate
commit since file2’s dirty metadata would have been considered part of transaction 1, as
depicted in Figure 3. Therefore, an independent transaction (transaction 2 in Figure 3) is
unable to start its journal commit due to the journal commit of the previous transaction.
We measured performance losses up to 47% in the IOzone and Metarates
microbenchmarks at higher processor frequencies which also wasted significant amounts
of energy.
To improve performance and energy efficiency, we proposed two solutions. First,
in Chapter 3, we removed the file system journaling for metadata. While this can hurt the
reliability of the system and shouldn’t be used generally, it provided a performance target
for solutions that maintain reliability. Second, in Chapter 4, we proposed statically
increasing the time the system allowed fsync requests to queue on the journal commit
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transaction. We then studied the impact of various static settings for the queuing of fsync
requests and found settings that improved the performance of IOzone and Metarates
when scaling processor frequencies and power.

5.2.2 The Limits of File Synchronization Optimizations
Chapter 3 and 4 focused on the IOZone and Metarates microbenchmarks. IOZone
[146] is a file system microbenchmark that generates and measures a variety of file
operations including read/write latencies. Metarates is a file system microbenchmark that
measures the performance of concurrent aggregate metadata transaction rates in
extremely large file systems [149].
These benchmarks were carefully selected for their relative code simplicity and
the fact that they exhibited significant power scaling slowdowns similar to those we
observed in full applications. This made the task of isolating the root cause of slowdowns
practicable despite the measurement variability previously discussed and the number of
parallel threads involved (up to 256). We traced the slowdowns to the fsync operations
called directly in Metarates and indirectly (via a write operation) in IOzone.
As follow-on work, we attempted to determine the effectiveness of our proposed
static optimization methods to address the synchronization delays identified in Metarates
and IOzone on full benchmarks such as varMail and oltp. These highly parallel
benchmarks represent common tasks in the datacenter workloads of service providers
from Google to Amazon where slowdowns of the type we’ve observed encourage users
to disable power management entirely despite the potential energy savings.
Our earlier static techniques [33] proposed in Chapter 4 were measurably
effective on varMail slowdowns but had little to no effect on slowdowns in oltp. These
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mixed results and the complexity of tracing parallel thread performance in oltp caused us
to revisit our analyses of the Metarates and IOZone microbenchmarks.
Generally, we found that while our previous analyses (summarized in Figure 5.3)
were correct, we missed a subtlety that results in a different optimization approach and
requires a deeper discussion of the Linux ext3 and ext4 file systems.

Figure 5.4. Write delays when two threads in different transactions. Much like
synchronization delays, write delays occur when two threads write to their respective
files and at some later time flush the data and metadata to nonvolatile storage. In the
Linux ext3 and ext4 file systems, the fsync operation of Thread 1 causes a journal
commit (JC) transaction that ultimately updates the metadata on the nonvolatile storage.
In this example, an fsync operation in Thread 1 triggers JC transaction 1 in the file
system waking up the jbd2 system process. After JC transaction 1 starts, thread 2
attempts to write to file 2. This write operation requires write-access to update file 2's
metadata, which is however locked by the ongoing JC transaction 1. As a result, thread 2
is delayed until the transaction has written file2's metadata to disk and released the lock.
As before, power scaling slowdowns affect the arrival time of file system requests and
impact the likelihood of such delays. The oltp workload suffers from write delays during
power scaling experiments, not synchronization delays. Thus, optimization techniques
(such as those in previous work) that only address synchronization delays did not
improve the performance of oltp.

5.2.3 Write Delays and Slowdowns
For both historical and reliability reasons, Linux ext3 and ext4 file systems
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default to journal ordering mode17 which refers to the protocol for pushing metadata from
memory to nonvolatile storage. During a journal commit transaction, dirty metadata is
written to nonvolatile storage via the disk journal. Figure 5.3 illustrates how two fsync
operations from two independent threads cause performance synchronization delays. In
contrast, Figure 5.4 demonstrates how an fsync and write operation from each of two
independent threads cause file write delays (FWD).
To illustrate file write delays, consider the example in Figure 5.4. Thread 1 opens
file1, writes to file1, and then calls an fsync operation. This results in a change to the
file1’s metadata and the jbd2 processes is awakened to lock the metadata. Further
modifications to the metadata must block until the journal commit transaction finishes
atomically writing the dirty metadata to nonvolatile storage.
When the open operation is called by Thread 1, a single, running transaction is
launched and records a change to the metadata for file1. Next, the running transaction
records a write to file1 and an open to file2 in the metadata. When the Thread 1 fsync
operation occurs, the running transaction becomes a committing transaction and the
journal commit thread starts writing the changed metadata to nonvolatile storage.
In this scenario, Thread 2 attempts to write to file2 after the committing
transaction has started. All file writes now block (including the write by Thread 2 to file2)
until the full metadata write to nonvolatile storage is complete. More precisely, Thread
2’s write to file2 is handled by the kernel which places the request in a wait queue until
the metadata write back to nonvolatile storage is complete. The kernel then wakes up
Thread 2 so the write to file2 is allowed to proceed. This can result in a significant
17

We have experimented with write-back mode for both data and metadata. Slowdowns were not eliminated. We will
explore this further in future work.
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performance delay for Thread 2’s write to file2. The file write delay is likely to be
significant and will depend on the amount of metadata that must be written back to the
nonvolatile storage.
Chapter 4 identified journal commit transactions triggered by fsync operations as
the root cause of slowdowns. Our static approach to disabling or delaying the journal
commit transaction, based on this analysis, improved performance in both IOZone and
Metarates.
After revisiting the analyses of IOZone and Metarates herein we determined that
Metarates performance was driven by file synchronization delays while IOZone was
driven by file write delays. For Metarates, the static change to the timing of the journal
commit transaction ensured that the fsync operations in Thread 1 and Thread 2 of Figure
5.3 queued up for a single journal commit transaction.
There was a subtly different effect in the IOzone microbenchmark. IOzone
consists of a number of parallel threads following the scenario depicted in Threads 1 and
2 of Figure 5.3 – namely, file open followed by one or more writes followed by an fsync
operation (which triggers the journal commit transaction). With a statically-determined,
reasonably long delay of the journal commit transaction, all of the writes complete before
the start of the first fsync operation and all of the fsync operations are serviced by a
single journal commit transaction.
However, in IOzone there are few interleaving operations, all the threads perform
similar amounts of work and operate independently of one another. Thus, upon revisiting
the code and digging deeper on the kernel file system, we determined the slowdowns in
IOzone are caused by the unintended interaction of file writes with ongoing journal
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commits, rather than by interactions between concurrent journal commit requests..

5.2.4 Limitations of Copyout
Write delays occur due to the journal commit that writes dirty metadata to
nonvolatile storage. In the worst case, any write or fsync can block (i.e. be kept from
updating the metadata) until all the dirty metadata is finished writing back to nonvolatile
storage. It is not inherently necessary for a committing transaction to prevent further
updates to a file's metadata since only a snapshot of the metadata is written to disk. In
fact, the kernel already provides a “copy-out'' mechanism by which a snapshot of a file's
metadata is created in a separate page. The journal commit writes this snapshot to disk
without preventing further updates to the metadata. Unfortunately, in the current
implementation, copyout is done only when write attempts are detected before the start of
the journal commit's I/O operations, because the file system designers mistakenly
assumed that concurrent write attempts during the journal commit would be an infrequent
case.
For example, in Figure 5.4, after Thread 1 issues the fsync command, the kernel
begins the journal commit transaction. To improve performance, the kernel will issue the
copyout command at the start of the journal commit transaction to copy the current state
of dirty metadata to kernel memory. However, this only effectively copies the metadata
that is about to be modified by write operations. Prior to the time when the I/O operation
metadata(file2) locks in the jbd2 process (see Figure 5.4). As a result, the copyout
mechanism does not make a copy of the metadata for file2 arriving after the
metadata(file2) lock, because the write(file2) is issued after the copyout command is
issued and the metadata(file2) has submitted for I/O. Any operations (such as the write to
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file2 by Thread 2) will block until the nonvolatile write to storage completes. This causes
unnecessary delays in write operations. We address this shortcoming in our runtime
system discussed in the next section.

Figure 5.5 A PID controller for journal commit batching transactions in the ext3 or ext
4 file system.

5.3. The LUC Runtime System
We propose the LUC (pronounced “luck”) runtime system to improve
performance by addressing the file synchronization delays and file write delays that cause
slowdowns. LUC is designed to Limit the Unintended Consequences that result from the
complex interactions of power scaling and parallelism. The proposed system contains two
components: a PID batching component to limit synchronization delays and a heuristic
copyout component to reduce write delays.

5.3.1 A PID Controller for Journal Commit Batching
The Linux kernel developers anticipated that frequent journal commits might be
expensive and implemented a naive mechanism that would delay journal commits under
certain circumstances. Yet, as discussed in Section III, this mechanism turned out to be
largely ineffective, resulting in the slowdowns due to synchronization delay we observed.
Our first attempt [3] to reduce synchronization delays required trial and error to
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determine how long to delay journal commit transactions for each application. This
manual process was cumbersome and required constant retuning.
To address these deficiencies, we propose a dynamic controller that can
automatically adapt to changes in system usage at runtime. We chose to implement this
component as a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller [14] because we can use
direct system measurements as inputs and we have had success with these types of
controllers in runtime systems previously.
Figure 5.5 shows the 3 major components of our feedback control system. The
first system component is the input signal r or the target number of fsync requests per
journal commit. This r value is set by the user or the operating system and is often called
the set point. The r value can be reset at runtime enabling dynamic control. The kernel
instrumentation provides the observed number (d) of fsync requests per journal commit.
The difference between the set point (r) and the observed number (d) is the error (e=r-d).
The second component of our feedback control system is the controlled system.
We want to affect the length of time the journal commit allows threads to queue up. This
is achieved by adding delay time via the Linux kernel after the lead thread triggers a
journal commit. Increasing delay should increase the number of fsync requests per
journal commit while decreasing delay may have the opposite effect.
The third component of our feedback control system is the proportional-integralderivative (PID) controller. A PID controller is one of the most common controllers for
closed-loop control systems [14, 82, 135, 171, 186, 196]. PID controllers can be designed
for stable and robust adjustments of feedback-driven systems.
The correlation between the journal commit delay and the number of batched
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fsync requests exhibits a proportional relationship that maps well to a proportional
function for an input signal u(t):
d t+1 =d t +c∙u t+1 .

(4)

Here, t is the time step and d is the measured value of synchronization events per
journal commit. d(t) is the number of synchronization events we can collect in a single
journal commit at time t. d(t+1) is calculated by the previous value d(t) plus the change
specified by our PID controller. We assume that such change follows a proportional
relationship (c) to the output of the PID controller u(t) at time t. The value of d(t) is in
practice constrained by the total number of synchronization events for a certain amount
of time we set as threshold (1 ≤ d t ≤ d!"# ).
A PID controller is generically described by the following equation in the
continuous time domain:
u t = K ! e t + K ! e t dt + K !

!" !
!"

.

(2)

u(t) is the output of the controller at time t based on the measured error within the
system (e=r-d). From Equation (2), the output of the PID controller is the sum of three
terms:
K ! e(t): The first term is proportional to the error. This causes the system to
respond to the error value and direction.
K ! e t dt: The second term is proportional to the integral of the error. This
aggregates error over an interval to eliminate the steady-state error.
K ! e(t)dt: The third term is proportional to the rate of change in the error,
reducing overshoot by directionally damping the response.
The terms K ! , K !   ,and K !   are control gains that are analytically determined
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Table 5.1 PID control parameter sets.

Figure 5.6 Pole placement of parameter sets in Table 5.1 plotted in the complex z
domain. As shown, the poles using the six parameter sets reside within the unit circle,
ensuring control system stability.
through stability analysis. Poor selection of these parameters can cause system instability
manifested as output signal oscillation—which in our case would cause thrashing
between overshooting and undershooting the journal commit delay and potentially
resulting in performance loss. Careful selection of control gains results in a controller
with desirable convergent, performance properties. The first step in determining these
parameters is to identify the controller transfer function.
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Since we monitor the number of synchronization events per journal commit at
runtime, our system is inherently discrete, thus we use the discrete form of transfer
functions. The z-transform of the discretized, closed-loop, PID controller transfer
function is
d(z)
c K ! + K ! + K ! z ! − c K ! + 2K ! z + cK !
=
  .
r(z)
cK ! + cK ! + cK ! + 1 z ! − cK ! + 2cK ! + 2 z + cK ! + 1
(3)
This closed-loop transfer function is derived from the z-transform of the PID
controller transfer function and our controlled system transfer function (Equations 1 and
2). In other words, the controller parameters are determined by considering the
interaction of the controller function and the controlled system function. Relating the
transfer functions of the feedback control system and the controller, we can select and
analyze control gains for stability.
We experimentally validated stability of our PID controller by looking at poles of
the closed-loop transfer function (Equation 3), including the six described in Table 5.1.
For the experimental results reported in this paper, we use the values in parameter set 1 in
Table 5.1. Figure 5.6 shows that the feedback control system was stable under all
parameter sets and exhibited reasonable transient response using these parameters. This is
evident since the poles (denominator in Equation 6) for all the parameter sets reside
within the unit circle following transformation across domains.
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In our implementation of PID controller based runtime system, we set timeout as
1ms to the controlled system-delay time of journal commit. If a fsync request arrives
during this interval, the PID controller continues to delay journal commit allowing more
requests until the system-delay time is meet. If not, the journal commit is closed to
further fsync requests. It is chosen by empirical experience and treated as the upper
bound of journal commit delay. It cannot affect the stability of our PID controller.

Figure 5.7 The heuristic copyout controller in the LUC system.

5.3.2 A Heuristic Controller for Copyout
Our analysis indicates that the default copyout mechanism in the kernel is useful
just not applied during the write delay slowdowns observed in oltp. We propose a
heuristic feedback controller to dynamically enable the kernel copyout mechanism when
it senses unusual write delay activity at runtime. This feedback controller forces copyout
when the write delays affect performance and disables copyout when write delays are
infrequent. In the kernel default ordered mode journaling, all metadata modifications are
treated as atomic operations and attached to the running transaction. After some time (e.g.,
5 seconds by default) or upon user-driven synchronization events, metadata changes are
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written to nonvolatile storage.
Figure 5.7 shows the proposed heuristic copyout controller for the LUC runtime
system. The controller is implemented in the kernel JBD2 process that handles journal
commit transactions. The controller adapts to three inputs: write delays per journal
commit (threshold); observed write delays per journal commit; and the number of runs
without a write delay (Clean Runs). Threshold is user-defined and can be changed
dynamically at runtime.
The heuristic controller attempts to eliminate the performance penalty due to
excessive write delays, when the percentage of write delays to total writes exceeds a
given threshold. This is accomplished by enabling the copyout mechanism before the
metadata I/O begins. Enabling copyout in this manner removes the lock to the metadata
in the file system and eliminates write delays during the journal commit.
The heuristic copyout controller uses the difference between the threshold and the
number of observed write delays to determine when to enable and disable the copyout
mechanism. When the number of write delays exceeds the write delay threshold, the
controller signals the kernel jbd2 thread to enable copyout. For example, the controller
works well for the oltp workload with the configuration of enabling copyout as soon as a
threshold of 5% of total writes were delayed during the previous journal commit
transaction.
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A lower percentage of total write delays disables the copyout mechanism. For
example, a Clean Run value of 4 journal commits where no write delays occurred for 4
consecutive journal commits worked well as a default value after extensive experiments,
and takes up to 20 seconds to disable the copyout when no jbd2 thread is triggered by a
user.

Figure 7. Select results for varMail on Nehalem (HDD). Findings are comparable to other systems though not included due to space limitations.

5.4. Evaluations
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the LUC runtime system—PID
batching for synchronization delays and heuristic copyout for write delays. We first
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demonstrate that the LUC system improves two microbenchmarks: Metarates and
IOZone. Then we show that LUC runtime improves I/O performance of two synthetic
workloads: varMail and oltp.

5.4.1 Experimental Setup
We select systems based on diversity, local availability, and the presence of
power-scalable processors. The first system we refer to as SandyBridge(HDD). This is a
Dell T1100 using a Xeon E3-1270 3.3 GHz (SandyBridge) quad-core with 8 GB of
DDR3 RAM and a 250 GB 7200 rpm hard drive. The second system we refer to as
Nehalem(HDD). This is a Dell T3500 using a W3550 3.00 GHz (Nehalem) quad-core
with 6 GB of DDR3 RAM and a 250 GB 7200 rpm hard drive. We disable the turbo
boost and hyper-threading features so we can manually isolate performance at each static
frequency and isolate slowdowns.
Both systems run CentOS Linux distribution (6.4) with the kernel version (3.4.2).
We configure the systems with the ext4 file system and ordered journaling mode. We
disable the periodic background data writeback and journal commit to reduce system
noise. For the data shown herein, the number of total repeat experiments (>50 in all cases)
for a given data point was selected to achieve 95% statistical confidence [188].
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5.4.2 Microbenchmarks

Figure 5.8 (left) Select results of PID batching for Metarates on Nehalem(HDD).
Findings are comparable to other systems.
Figure 5.9 (right) Select results of heuristic copyout for IOZone on SandyBridge(HDD).
Findings are comparable to other systems.
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In this section, we use Metarates to evaluate PID batching and use IOZone to
examine heuristic copyout. We validate that the PID batching and the heuristic copyout
improve the synchronization delays and write delays (respectively) that cause I/O
performance losses and slowdowns.
a) Metarates Results
We evaluate PID batching in the proposed LUC system that addresses
synchronization delays. Figure 5.8 presents the Metarates results of ext4 (baseline)
configuration compared to PID batching configuration. We run Metarates with all
available CPU frequencies from 1.6 to 3.1 GHz on Nehalem (HDD). Figure 5.8 shows the
results of 4 (threads) x 4 (files). We observe similar results in other combinations of
threads and files.
Figures 5.8a and 5.8b show the speedups when normalized to the slowest
processor frequency for the ext4 and PID batching configurations, respectively. Figure
5.8a depicts the ext4 configuration with significant slowdowns—up to 20% from 1.6 to
3.1 GHz. Figure 5.8b denotes that the PID batching configuration successfully mitigates
the slowdowns, and the biggest performance drop is reduced to 6% from 1.6 to 3.1 GHz.
Though the slowdown is not eliminated, the performance with our PID batching
configuration is better than the performance of the default ext4 configuration across all
available frequencies. Figure 5.8c presents the speedups of PID batching over ext4
configurations—up to 2.26x speedup at 2.3 GHz.
The PID batching configuration significantly reduces the synchronization delay
time, and thus, the performance over ext4 configuration is much better. Figures 5.8d and
5.8e show the Metarates performance and synchronization delay times (in microseconds)
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for ext4 and PID batching configurations. With PID batching, the synchronization delay
time is greatly improved compared to ext4 baseline. This is because the Nehalem (HDD)
has four CPU cores, and thus, four threads starts roughly at the same time. The PID
batching is able to delay the journal commit for just a few hundred microseconds to
sufficiently queue all the threads for the same journal commit, and no thread gets blocked
and waits for the next journal commit to begin, as discussed in Section 5.2.2.
b) IOZone Results
We also evaluate the heuristic copyout in the proposed LUC system that is
designed to mitigate write delays. Figure 5.8 presents the IOZone results of ext4 (baseline)
configuration compared to heuristic copyout configuration. We run IOZone with all
available CPU frequencies from 1.6 to 3.3 GHz on SandyBridge (HDD). Figure 5.9
shows IOZone results with a combination of threads (256), file size (128), and record size
(32). We notice similar outcomes from the results of other combinations.
Figures 5.9a and 5.9b show the speedups when normalized to the slowest
processor frequency for the ext4 and heuristic copyout configurations, respectively.
Figure 5.9a depicts the ext4 configuration with significant slowdowns—up to 47% from
1.6 to 3.3 GHz. In Figure 5.9b, for the heuristic copyout configuration, the slowdown is
eliminated except from 2.8 to 3.0 GHz.
Figure 5.9c presents the speedups of heuristic copyout over ext4 configurations.
In general, the heuristic copyout configuration outperforms the default ext4 configuration
across all available frequencies.
Figure 5.9d depicts the performance in terms of throughput, and Figure 5.9e
denotes the number of threads with write delays for the ext4 and heuristic copyout
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configurations. The heuristic copyout configuration improves performance over ext4
configuration by reducing the number threads with write delays, as discussed in Section
5.2.3, when the threads attempt to modify the metadata but are blocked due to metadata
locking because of the ongoing journal commit.

Figure 5.10 Select results of PID batching for varMail on Nehalem(HDD). Findings are
comparable to other systems.

5.4.3 VarMail Results
Filebench [194] varMail emulates a multi-threaded mail server workload common
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to file systems. Figure 5.10 compares varMail results for the default ext4 configuration to
our PID journal commit batch controller. VarMail is configured with 64 threads and 256
files with settings of 1K file size, 1K IO size, and 1K append size. The data points shown
here are averaged from >50 runs for a combination of configurations (i.e. ext4, PID
batching) and frequencies (1.6GHz, up to 3.1GHz).
Figure 5.10 illustrates typical findings for the varMail benchmark where
slowdowns occur at higher processor frequencies. Figure 5.10a compares the raw
performance (Ops/s) at each available processor frequency for the default ext4
configuration and the proposed PID batching described in the previous section. PID
batching consistently outperforms the default method.
Figures 5.10b and 5.10c show the performance of the ext4 and PID batching
configurations for the available processor frequencies normalized to the slowest
frequency. These two graphs show that for the varMail workload PID batching removes
nearly all slowdowns. Figure 5.10d shows the amount of speedup achieved by PID
batching (from 3% up to 23%) at each frequency.
Figure 5.10e shows these speedup numbers as the change in measured
synchronization delays for ext4 and PID batching. These values are the average time that
a user-driven synchronization event delays before it is serviced by the journal commit (in
varMail this is the time spent in the fsync system call). Notably, PID batching on average
(in every case for this scenario) spends less time in synchronization delays than the ext4
default case. Figure 5.10f shows that PID batching results in less journal commit
transactions than the ext4 case as well. In this case, the trend is more meaningful than the
raw numbers since the journal commit transaction time is variable (i.e. synchronization
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Figure 5.11 Filebench varMail synchronization delays (lines) and performance (bars)
for increasing number of threads at 3.1 GHz.

Figure 5.12 Filebench varMail synchronization delays (lines) and performance (bars)
for increasing number of threads at 1.6 GHz.
delay time tracks more closely with speedup).
The larger the difference in synchronization delays between EXT4 and PID
batching configurations, the better the speedup. For example, the PID batching
configuration shows significant speedup of 1.23x over EXT4 configuration at 2.8 GHz
for an average 11.6ms reduction in synchronization delay, and shows only 1.03x speedup
over EXT4 configuration at 1.8 GHz for an average 5.3ms reduction in synchronization
delay.
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the performance differences between ext4 and PID
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batching. Each pair of bars denotes the performance (Ops/s) for 4 to 64 threads on the
Nehalem(HDD) system running at 3.1 GHz. The performance in both cases increases
with the number of threads while the PID batching scenario consistently out performs
ext4. The synchronization delays increase steadily with the number of threads since the
likelihood for lock collisions across threads increases. The sync delay time for PID
batching is consistently lower than that of the ext4 default. Currently, we are unable to

Figure 5.13 Filebench oltp speedup (line) and performance (bars) for EXT4 and
heuristic copyout running at all available frequencies on SandyBridge(HDD). The
heuristic copyout improves performance for all processor frequencies.

Figure 5.14 Filebench oltp performance (bars) and speedup normalized to EXT4 (line)
on the SandyBridge(HDD) running at 3.3 GHz for various configurations. The
combined heuristic copyout + PID batching controller provides the best overall
performance.
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fully explain the dips in sync delay time at 8 threads (at both 3.1 and 1.6 GHz) and at 64
threads (at 1.6GHz). However, to simplify our experiments we used a PID set point equal
to half of the number of threads. Thus, this is likely an artifact of this setting and with
further exhaustive testing (which takes weeks) we could likely find set points that further
optimize the sync delay time for different combinations of threads.

5.4.4 Oltp Results
Filebench oltp emulates a TPC-C workload testing the performance of small
random read and write transactions on a file system using the I/O model from Oracle 9i.
The oltp benchmark is run with 48 threads and 48 files. The data points are averages over
140 runs.
Figure 5.13 shows the performance (Ops/s) of the ext4 and heuristic copyout
controller when varying the processor frequency from 1.6 to 3.3 GHz on the
SandyBridge(HDD) system. In the default ext4 case, slowdowns with processor
frequency increases are minimal. The same is true for the heuristic copyout results.
However, the heuristic copyout controller consistently outperforms the default ext4 case.
The classification of write delays as separate from synchronization delays led to the
copyout optimizations that contributed these significant increases in raw performance.
The line curve in Figure 5.13 shows the performance improvements vary from 11% up to
25% at 3.3 GHz.
Figure 5.14 shows oltp performance (Ops/s) in bar graph form for different
optimization strategies on the SandyBridge(HDD) system. The strategies include: ext4
(default), batching (proposed PID controller), copyout (proposed heuristic copyout),
copyout+batching (the LUC system with a combined PID and heuristic copyout
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controlled), delayJC (our previous static batching technique optimized for oltp). The line
graph shows the speedup relative to the ext4 case for each configuration.
Initially, we observe that for the oltp workload, ext4, batching, and delayJC have

Figure 5.15 Select varMail results with combinations of PID batching and heuristic
copyout configurations running at 1.6, 2.4, and 3.1 GHz on Nehalem (HDD) for 8 to
128 threads. The varMail performances behave stably for all system configurations.
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statistically the same performance. The similarity between ext4 and delayJC confirms our
earlier finding that batching has little to no effect on oltp. For batching and delayJC, it is
no surprise that their performance is comparable on oltp given the workloads insensitivity
to synchronization delays.
Furthermore, we notice that copyout performance confirms our findings in Figure
5.13 that 25% performance improvement is achieved. Upon deeper inspection, our
heuristic copyout controller (with tracing enabled) revealed 32% of the total write system
calls in oltp suffered write delays with an average delay of 22.2 ms (not shown in Figure
5.14). In contrast, when we ran the copyout controller with varMail, we measured 0.2%
of the total write system calls in varMail suffered write delays with an average delay of
0.9 ms.

5.4.5 Runtime System Interaction Analysis
In the final LUC runtime system, we combined the copyout and PID batching
controllers to provide a single solution and check whether there were any unexpected
deleterious effects when they are combined. We noticed none as shown in Figure 5.14
since the copyout+batching scenario results in 25% speedup (the same as copyout in
isolation) compared to the ext4 default case. In additon, Figure 5.15 demonstrates
varMail results with combinations of PID batching and heuristic copyout configurations
running at frequencies of 1.6, 2.4, and 3.1 GHz on Nehalem(HDD) for 8 to 128 threads.
The varMail performances behaves stably for all system configurations. We notice that
the performances with PID batching enabled configurations are constantly better (or at
same level) than without PID batching enabled configurations. The copyout enabled
configurations have no noticeable impacts on the varMail performances.
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5.5. Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we improved our understanding of performance slowdowns that
occur at higher frequencies in power scalable systems. Our novel classification of
performance loss into two causal categories (file synchronization delays and file write
delays) enabled us to propose the LUC runtime system that leverages a novel PID
controller for batching journal commits and an effective heuristic copyout controller for
enabling copyout when it will improve performance. Our techniques result in up to 25%
performance improvements on the benchmark and systems studied. Since we are
operating in lower power modes longer, there are power and energy implications we plan
to study further in future work.
There are some limitations to our work. The heuristic copyout controller currently
requires us to statically set values for threshold and the number of clean runs. While we
found some experimentally acceptable values, we would like to automate this and have
the controller adapt these inputs dynamically.
For the PID batch controller, the effectiveness is closely related to the selected set
point and while the controller adapts dynamically, the set point is currently static. This
could limit the controller's effectiveness in environments where the workloads vary
significantly. We hope to address this in future work.
Lastly, while both proposed controllers substantially improved performance and
reduced energy waste over the ext4 default case, neither eliminated slowdowns entirely.
Even after applying both controllers in the LUC runtime system, we observed remaining
slowdowns as high as 6% for varMail and 9% for oltp in some scenarios. We leave
identifying these additional types of inefficiencies to future work.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1. Conclusions
This thesis presents isolating methodologies, analytical models, and a runtime
system to understand and improve I/O performance inefficiencies that cause the
slowdown phenomenon. I have designed and accomplished three major components in
this work: (1) measuring and isolating the slowdown phenomenon, (2) modeling the
slowdown phenomenon, and (3) optimizing the slowdown phenomenon. Specifically, the
contributions and findings demonstrated in this thesis include the following:

§ Measuring and isolating the slowdown phenomenon:
I have conducted numerous experiments across I/O benchmarks in an exhaustive
attempt to confirm that the slowdown phenomenon occurs on modern systems and that
we can correlate behavioral attributes to the root causes where slowdown occurs at faster
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processor speeds. I use a microbenchmark-driven methodology and simplify the problem
to focus my analyses on two selected benchmarks (IOZone and Metarates), instead of full,
complex workloads (varMail and oltp). Then I use detailed tracing inside the Linux
kernel to narrow the problem space to fsync operations, which correlate to the I/O
performance loss observed in these benchmarks and workloads. I also demonstrate and
empirically isolate the root cause of I/O performance loss by bypassing the Linux kernel
journaling block device version 2 (JBD2) component to eliminate the slowdown
phenomenon.

§ Modeling the slowdown phenomenon:
With the use of code and kernel instrumentation, exhaustive experiments, and
deep insight into the inner workings of the Linux I/O subsystem, I overcome the
aforementioned challenges of variance, complexity, and nondeterminism and identify the
root cause of I/O performance loss as contention in the ext4 file system and JBD2
component. I present an analytical model of resource contention among I/O threads to
generalize the behavior of threads that causes the observed I/O slowdowns. I derive
specific analytical models to explain the behavior of two parallel I/O benchmarks
(IOZone and Metarate) that exhibit significant slowdown when processors speed up. I
also demonstrate how to effectively use my analytical models to mitigate the slowdown
phenomenon by offering a simple delayJC runtime system to improve the slowdown and
performance.

§ Optimizing the slowdown phenomenon:
I have further classified the observed I/O performance loss into two categories:
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file synchronization delays and file write delays. To address these precise challenges, I
introduce LUC, a runtime system to limit the unintended consequences of power scaling
and dynamically improve I/O performance. The runtime system mitigates the root causes
of the slowdown for better power and performance efficiency, automatically utilizes the
analytical models of the slowdown phenomenon, dynamically optimizes I/O performance
loss, and improves system efficiency. In particular, the LUC system combines a
measurement tool with the analytics engine that is implemented based on our analytical
models. Then these measurements and analyses are used to feed two steering components,
PID batching and heuristic copyout, which are designed separately to mitigate file
synchronization delays and file write delays respectively. I also demonstrate the
effectiveness of the LUC system running on two platforms for two critical, parallel,
transaction-oriented workloads, including a mail server (varMail) and online transaction
processing (oltp).
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6.2. Future Work
Systems continue to grow in complexity to meet the increasing computational
demands. The complexities from the interaction between application, middleware, and
the underlying hardware prevent the systems from having optimal efficiency. Improving
efficiencies for such complex systems often requires joining areas of computer science,
such as architecture, systems, software, and theory. I have summarized several research
topics that I believe would become increasingly important in this area. In the near future,
I would like to extend my research in the following directions:

§ Examining slowdowns in more detail:
System efficiency will worsen with the growing complexity of design. This thesis
has explained, isolated, and optimized the I/O performance loss due to two inefficiencies:
file synchronization delays and file write delays. While the proposed LUC runtime
system substantially improves performance and reduces energy waste, the runtime system
does not eliminate slowdowns entirely. My future research will focus on identifying and
improving these additional types of inefficiencies. I plan to combine isolating
methodologies (i.e., microbenchmark-driven techniques to exercise and focus on a
particular software layer or a hardware component), runtime stats (i.e., hardware
performance counters and system status information), optimization techniques (i.e.,
DVFS scheduling and concurrency throttling), and modeling strategies (i.e., regression
analysis, data mining, and queuing theory). Eventually, I would like to enhance the LUC
runtime system to address all the system inefficiencies that contribute to the I/O
performance loss.
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§

Improving performance efficiency for HPC file systems:
High-performance computing (HPC) uses parallel distributed file systems such as

the Parallel Virtual File System (PVFS) and Lustre. Performance is critical to these HPC
parallel distributed file systems because they are designed to handle tens of thousands of
clients for maximum aggregated I/O throughput. PVFS and Lustre generally utilize the
Linux ext3 file system and form another abstract layer across multiple I/O nodes to serve
a supercomputer. I believe such multilevel complexity can potentially decrease efficiency.
Without a deep understanding of the interaction between two stacked file systems (e.g.,
PVFS with ext3 or Lustre with ext3), we cannot fully optimize I/O in the emerging class
of supercomputers. I plan to explore how I/O performance loss from power scaling in the
ext3 file system (i.e., file synchronization delays and file write delays) would affect
PVFS or Lustre. Ultimately, I would like to create a runtime system to address
slowdowns in PVFS and Lustre.

§ Optimizing I/O resource contention in virtualized environments:
Isolation is central to better reliability and higher performance of modern
computer systems with virtualized environments. Ideally, the individual virtual machines
should completely isolate themselves from each other. The current design of the
ext3/ext4 file system makes achieving full isolation impossible. For instance, metadata
false sharing at commit (e.g., the file-specific fsync system call triggers a global journal
commit for the entire file system dirty metadata) would force one virtual machine to
affect other virtual machines through the underlying operating system that all the virtual
machines run on. I plan to address this issue by investigating an alternative design of the
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Linux kernel JBD2 component that is used for the ext3/ext4 file system to equip it with a
journaling feature. The goal of the design will be the removal of false sharing of metadata
in the kernel file system layer with little or no performance impact, which is ideal for
virtualized environments.

§ Identifying inefficiencies automatically:
Due to the increasing complexity of emerging systems, we need a more
automated technique to help identify the performance bottlenecks and root causes of
abnormal performance. Eventually, an automated technique should provide (1) autoprobing into the root causes of system inefficiencies; and (2) auto-tuning of performance
to eliminate bottlenecks and improve system efficiency.
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Appendix
The objective of this appendix is to provide additional detail in support of Section
5.2 in Chapter 5. Here, we provide Linux kernel details that relate the function-level
source code with synchronization delays and write delays that contribute to the I/O
performance loss and cause slowdowns. The Linux kernel that we discuss here is based
on version 3.4.2.

A.1. Digging Deeper on Journal Commits
In Chapter 4, the correlation of slowdowns to journal commits in the Linux
operating system for the IOZone and Metarates benchmarks was a critical step toward
understanding slowdowns. In both IOZone and Metarates, slowdowns occur at higher
frequencies when the early arrival of a single thread (among many) causes the journal
commit to lock with less batched threads than in the lower frequency case. In the lower
frequency case, the arrival-time difference between the lead thread and other threads is
much smaller, so when the journal commit locks, more threads are batched, and overall,
less journal commits occur.
However, upon further study, we observed that the root causes of the observed
performance loss in each case were subtly different. In the case of IOZone, we measured
the maximum achievable throughput for initial-write operations. This means that the cost
of a write operation is what is being captured. In contrast, for Metarates, we measured the
performance of concurrent metadata transaction rates. In both cases, journal commit
operations were triggered. In the case of IOZone, the writes were blocked, and delays
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from journal commits were observed. In the case of Metarates, additional journal
commits block the fsync operation, and delays from journal commits were observed. The
subtle difference here that was not mentioned in Chapter 4 is that the root causes of the
performance loss in IOZone and Metarates were slightly different. In this section, we will
explain that IOZone suffers from write delays, while Metarates suffers from
synchronization delays. This subtlety becomes important when designing the LUC
system runtime optimization schemes.

A.1.1 The Linux Kernel EXT4 and JBD2
The kernel file system EXT4 utilizes JBD2 to become a journaling file system.
Journaling makes file systems more reliable by tracking all changes and commits them to
storage via an on-storage journal. In the kernel JBD2, any update to the file system is
treated as an atomic operation (see struct jbd2_journal_handle in include/linux/jbd2.h),
and the atomic operation is valid only after it is successfully committed to non-volatile
storage. Instead of committing each atomic operation, JBD2 introduces a transaction (see
struct transactions in include/linux/jbd2.h) that groups atomic operations and flushes the
atomic operations to the on-storage journal upon request (i.e., fsync system call). In other
words, a transaction may contain one or many atomic operations and commit to the
journal at once. The kernel JBD2 implementation allows at most two transactions at a
time: one running transaction and one committing transaction (see struct journal_s in
include/linux/jbd2.h). A running transaction turns to a committing transaction when it
begins to commit the associated atomic operations, and while the committing transaction
is ongoing, a newly running transaction can be initiated when there is an additional
change to the file system (i.e., metadata in ordered journaling mode). The kernel JBD2
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distinguishes different transactions by transaction IDs—a newly running transaction has a
larger transaction ID than an older one.
A kernel thread (i.e., a jbd2 thread) is launched (which executes the kjournald2()
in fs/jbd2/journal.c) when a file system (i.e., ext4) is initialized at boot time, and the
associated journal is found. The kernel jbd2 thread is in charge of the journal commit that
will be triggered on a user-driven fsync system call (via the ext4_sync_file() in
fs/ext4/fsync.c). The kernel jbd2 thread turns the kernel JBD2 running transaction into a
committing

transaction

and

begins

the

journal

commit

(via

the

jbd2_journal_commit_transaction() in fs/jbd2/commit.c). The kernel jbd2 thread puts
itself to sleep when the running transaction does not need to commit immediately.

A.1.2 File Synchronization Delay with Journal Commits
The Linux kernel allows one active running journal process (i.e., the kernel jbd2
thread) at a time for a file system. The kernel jbd2 thread commits the transactions (i.e.,
journal commit) sequentially. In the situation when (1) there is an fsync system call from
user space that requests the kernel JBD2 running transaction to commit and (2) the jbd2
thread is currently working on the committing transaction for the journal commit, the
jbd2 thread delays this fsync request. Until after the current committing transaction
completes the journal commit, the jbd2 thread then turns the running transaction into a
committing transaction and starts another journal commit. In other words, the jbd2 thread
only begins journal commit for the running transaction (and turns into a committing
transaction) upon completion of the current committing transaction (see struct journal_s
in

include/linux/jbd2.h,

kjournald2()

in

jbd2_journal_commit_transaction() in fs/jbd2/commit.c).
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fs/jbd2/journal.c,

and

Figure A.1 Synchronization delays when two threads in different transactions.
Synchronization delays occur when two threads in different transactions write to their
respective files and at some later time flush the data and metadata to a nonvolatile
storage.

Figure A.2 No synchronization delay when two threads in the same transaction. No
synchronization delay happens when two threads in the same transactions write to
their respective files and at some later time flush the data and metadata to a
nonvolatile storage.
Figures A.1 and A.2 depict how an fsync system call issued by Thread 2 would be
delayed (Figure A.1) or not (Figure A.2), respectively. Thread 1 opens a new file and
issues an fsync system call. Suppose the kernel has an active running transaction with a
transaction ID of 1, the Thread 1’s open new file system call dirties the metadata that is
tagged with an atomic operation owned by transaction 1 (see jbd2__journal_start() in
fs/jbd2/transaction.c). When Thread 1 is on its fsync system call, the kernel jbd2 thread is
woken up and starts the journal commit, turns transaction 1 into a committing transaction,
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and begins flushing all the in-memory dirty metadata to the storage device via an on-disk
journal (see ext4_sync_file() in fs/ext4/fsync.c and jbd2_journal_commit_transaction() in
fs/jbd2/commit.c). Thread 1 must wait on its fsync system call until the kernel jbd2
thread completes the journal commit and then the fsync call returns.
Synchronization delay happens when two threads are in separate committing
transactions. As denoted in Figure A.1, Thread 2 opens a new file after the kernel jbd2
thread starts the journal commit and issues an fsync system call. At this point, the
changes that Thread 2 makes in the file system are owned by the running transaction
(transaction 2), and the fsync system call issued by Thread 2 attempts to request the
running transaction to become a committing transaction. The kernel has two transactions:
a running transaction (transaction 2) and a committing transaction (transaction 1). Thread
2 must suffer the remainder of the current journal commit (transaction 1) and then wait
for the next journal commit (transaction 2) to complete.
On the other hand, when two threads are in the same committing transactions as
depicted in Figure A.2, Thread 2 opens a new file before the kernel jbd2 thread starts the
journal commit. The metadata changes by both Thread 1 and Thread 2 are owned by the
same (running) transaction, and the kernel jbd2 thread turns the running transaction into a
committing transaction for the journal commit. As a result, Thread 2 only needs to wait
for the current journal commit to complete, and there is no extra delay in Thread 2’s
fsync system call.

A.1.3 File Synchronization Delay Case Study: Metarates Benchmark
To test the file system’s metadata performance, Metarates utilizes the file creation
rate (FCR) test that launches MPI processes, and each MPI process in parallel issues a
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Figure A.3 Metarates average fsync delay time and its correlation to the performance
at 1.6 GHz and at 3.1 GHz on Nehalem (HDD). We include only the average results
with no standard deviation info here to keep the figure simple.
sequence of POSIX system calls (e.g., open(), fsync(), and close() functions) to complete
its task. Specifically, for the FCR test, each MPI process completes its task by creating a
file, flushing metadata to the storage device, and then closing the file.
The Metarates FCR test is heavily impacted by the time needed to execute the
remaining user-space MPI processes that depend heavily on when they arrive and how
long they must wait for their fsync system call (and any associated kernel-space journal
commits) to complete. In other words, as the number of threads that wait on their fsync
on the second journal commit increase, so does execution time. The ideal FCR
performance can be achieved when all the threads are serviced by the first journal commit
and thus wait only for one journal commit for their fsync system calls.
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The slowdown in the Metarates FCR test when changing the processor operating
frequency comes from the change in the average delay time in fsync per thread. As
processor frequency changes, the start times of the journal commit will vary, affecting the
number of threads serviced by the second journal commit, and these threads suffer
additional delay time in fsync. Figure A.3a shows the average fsync delay time per thread
from our kernel profile for 1.6 GHz and 3.1 GHz, respectively. A significant performance
drop happens when scaling from 1.6 GHz to 3.1 GHz for a 20% slowdown. At 1.6 GHz,
threads wait an average of 18,990 microsecond, while at 3.1 GHz threads wait an average
of 24,275 microsecond. This correlates to Figure A.3b, where the Metarates FCR

Figure A.4 Metarates performance between the ext4 baseline (EXT4) and the ext4
baseline with kernel batching (kernel batching) enabled on SandyBridge (HDD). The
kernel batching configuration performs worse than the ext4 baseline across all
available frequencies on the system.
performance at 1.6 GHz (1.00x) is higher than at 3.1 GHz (0.80x) on Nehalem (HDD).

A.1.4 The Data Journaling Mode Batching and Limitations
The Linux kernel has a built-in batching mechanism to wait for a group of fsync
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requests to come in before the jbd2 thread begins the journal commit. This batching
mechanism is enabled only in the data journaling mode. We enable the batching
mechanism for the ordered mode journaling (this is accomplished by calling
ext4_force_commit() within ext4_sync_file() in fs/ext4/fsync.c). Figure A.4 shows that
the kernel batching configuration performs worse than the ext4 baseline across all
available frequencies. The kernel built-in batching mechanism gathers the fsync requests
until the running transaction is old enough (longer than the average commit time, by
default) before the running transaction is allowed to turn into a committing transaction
for journal commit (see jbd2_journal_stop() in fs/jbd2/transaction.c).
Our kernel analyses reveal that starting the journal commit based on the ages of
transactions is sub-optimal because any changes in the metadata in the file system will
initiate a newly running transaction if there is no running transaction present. Therefore,
the kernel or any user space application that modifies metadata initiates a newly running
transaction when there is no one active. Though the kernel batching mechanism tries to
batch fsync requests, it depends on the ages of the running transaction, which may be
influenced by the write system call or any operations that dirty the metadata protected by
the journal. To conclude, we claim that the kernel default batching mechanism functions
abnormally when it comes to fsync intensive workloads.
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Figure A.5 Write delays when two threads in different journal commit transactions.
Write delays occur when two threads in different journal commit transactions write to
their respective files and at some later time flush the data and metadata to a
nonvolatile storage.

A.1.5 Write Delay with Journal Commits
In the ordered journal mode during the journal commit, the dirty metadata is
protected by JBD2 and is can only be modified atomically. When the dirty metadata is
being journaled and flushed out to the on-disk journal, the kernel jbd2 thread locks the
file system metadata during I/O, allowing no further modifications until the metadata are
successfully written to the on-disk journal.
Figure A.5 illustrates how a write system call issued by Thread 2 would be
delayed. Thread 1 and Thread 2 are user space threads. The kernel jbd2 thread’s job is for
journal commit and is in the sleep mode at the beginning. Thread 1 opens a new file,
writes to its file, and progresses to its fsync (i.e., open(file1), write(file1), and
fsync(file1)). All the changes (i.e., metadata via open(file1), write(file1) system calls) in
the kernel file system cache are marked with atomic operations and belong to the running
transaction (via jbd2__journal_start() in fs/jbd2/transaction.c). When Thread 1 is on its
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fsync system call, the kernel first flushes out the associated file data, then wakes up the
kernel jbd2 thread to start a journal commit, turns the kernel JBD2 running transaction
into a committing transaction, and synchronizes all the in-memory dirty metadata with
the storage device via the on-disk journal. The Thread 1 fsync system call returns after
the kernel jbd2 thread completes the journal commit (see ext4_sync_file() in
fs/ext4/fsync.c and jbd2_journal_commit_transaction() in fs/jbd2/commit.c). When the
kernel jbd2 thread is doing the journal commit, during the phase when dirty metadata is
flushing out to the on-disk journal, the file system metadata is locked and does not allow
further modification until the dirty metadata being journaled is safe on the non-volatile
storage (i.e., dirty metadata is locked while in the BJ_Shadow list when the metadata is
filed

for

I/O;

see

jbd2_journal_write_metadata_buffer()

and

jbd2_journal_commit_transaction() in fs/jbd2/commit.c).
The write delay happens when Thread 2 opens a new file before the kernel jbd2
thread starts the journal commit and issues a write system call (i.e., write(file2)) that
attempts to update the metadata locked during journal commit (via do_get_write_access()
in fs/jbd2/transaction.c). When Thread 2 issues an open system call and changes the
metadata, this modification to the file system cache is treated as an atomic operation that
is owned by the kernel JBD2 running transaction. Then the kernel jbd2 thread begins the
journal commit, turns the running transaction into a committing transaction, and locks the
committing metadata during the I/O. At this point, all the dirty metadata that belongs to
the committing transaction is locked, including metadata of file2 that Thread 2 modified.
When the metadata is locked, Thread 2 again issues the write system call to its file, which
attempts to modify the locked metadata; the kernel puts this write system call into sleep
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until the metadata is successfully written to the journal. This write system call is delayed
and has to wait until the metadata lock released the kernel jbd2 thread (i.e., the write
system call blocked in jbd2_journal_write_metadata_buffer() until the metadata is moved
out of BJ_Shadow list). The write system call could take a significantly long time to
complete because it is forced to wait for the duration of time spent in data transmission
between the memory and the storage device, while the normal write system call involves
only the memory access (i.e., changes metadata/data in the cache in the kernel file

Figure A.6 IOZone number of threads with write delay and its correlation to the
performance at 1.6 GHz and at 3.3 GHz on SandyBridge (HDD). We include only the
average results with no standard deviation info here to keep the figure simple.
system).

A.1.6 Write Delay Case Study: IOZone Benchmark
The IOZone throughput tests use threads to test the file system’s read-write
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performance by using POSIX system calls (e.g., open(), write(), fsync(), and close()
functions). Specifically, IOZone includes an initial-write throughput test that launches
threads, where each thread in parallel issues POSIX system calls and completes its task
by creating a file, writing data to the file, flushing data/metadata to the storage device,
and then closing the file. For this initial-write throughput test, the time spent on writing
the data to a file by each thread is measured as the result, and the performance metric is
calculated by accumulating the results from all threads. We use the throughput test to
refer to the IOZone initial-write throughput test.
The IOZone initial-write throughput test performance is directly impacted by the
number of threads that are delayed on their write system calls due to the metadata locking
during the journal commit. The ideal write throughput performance is achieved when no
threads are delayed on their writes; the write throughput performance becomes worse as
the number of delayed threads goes up.
Slowdown occurs in the IOZone throughput when changes in CPU frequency
increase the number of threads delayed on their writes. The CPU frequency changes vary
the time that the kernel jbd2 thread begins the journal commit. Figure A.6a shows the
average number of threads delayed in the writes at runtime from our kernel profile for 1.6
GHz and 3.3 GHz, respectively. This explains the significant performance drop for
IOZone—a 47% slowdown. At 1.6 GHz, an average of 20.12 threads get blocked at
runtime, while at 3.3 GHz, an average of 218.7 threads are blocked. This correlates to the
results in Figure A.6b, where the IOZone initial-write throughput performance at 1.6
GHz (1.0x) is significantly higher than at 3.3 GHz (0.53x) on SandyBridge (HDD).

A.1.7 The Linux Kernel Default Copyout and Limitations
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The Linux kernel has a copyout mechanism to reduce write delay. With the
copyout, instead of the metadata, a copy version of the metadata is flushed out to nonvolatile storage. The file system metadata are not locked during the journal commit, thus
allowing further modifications to the metadata. The user space write system call that
attempts to modify the metadata will not get delayed during the metadata I/O of journal
commit, with the copyout mechanism enabled.
However, the kernel copyout mechanism is enabled only when two conditions are
met. First, the metadata is owned by both the running transaction and the committing
transaction. For such a condition, the running transaction considers the modification to
the metadata an atomic operation, and the committing transaction treats the dirty
metadata as an atomic operation to be journaled. Second, the committing transaction is
about to commit the metadata but has not started yet. For such a condition, the
committing transaction has not yet filed the metadata for I/O when there is an attempt at
modification (i.e., atomic operation) to the metadata (see do_get_write_access() in
fs/jbd2/transaction.c).
We claim that the kernel default copyout mechanism behaves abnormally with the
above two constraints for the fsync intensive workloads, as discussed in this section with
supporting data in Figure A.6, using IOZone as an example. The LUC runtime system is
designed to remove this limitation.
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